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Abstract
Many software applications receive, send and process data in a text form. Correct and safe
processing of these data is usually ensured by so-called string sanitization. With the help
of methods of formal verification, we can analyse these string operations and check whether
they are correctly designed and implemented. The goal of this work is to create a tool for
analysis of systems whose configurations can be encoded as words over a suitable alphabet,
as well as its specialization for analysing string manipulating programs. First, we describe
finite automata and transducers in general and characterize various classes and sub-classes
of symbolic transducers, especially their limitations. Based on this study, a new class of
symbolic transducers is proposed for use in the program analysis. Later, we introduce
regular model checking, especially its variant based on abstraction over automata, the so
called ARMC, which was proved to be able to quite successfully fight the state explosion
problem in the size of the automata and allows us to reach a fix-point. We then design
an analysis of programs written in imperative languages, especially those that manipulate
strings, using the principles of ARMC. Finally, the implementation of the tool is presented,
highlighting its practical aspects and discussing relevant parts of AutomataDotNet library
it is based on. The work completes debating the experimental evaluation of the tool using
test inputs from LibStranger project.

Abstrakt
Mnoho aplikací přijímá, odesílá a zpracovává data v textové podobě. Správné a bezpečné
zpracování těchto dat je typicky zajištěno tzv. ošetřením řetězců (string sanitization).
Pomocí metod formální verifikace je možné analyzovat takovéto operace s řetězci a prověřit,
zda jsou správně navržené či implementované. Naším cílem je vytvořit obecný nástroj pro
analýzu systémů jejichž konfigurace lze kódovat pomocí slov z vhodné abecedy, a také jeho
specializaci pro analýzu programů pracujících s řetězci. Nejprve jsou popsaný konečné
automaty a převodníky a poté různé třídy a podtřídy symbolických převodníků, zejména
pak jejich omezení. Na základě těchto informací je pak pro použití v analýze programů
navržen nový typ symbolických převodníků. Dále je popsán regulární model checking,
speciálně pak jeho variantu založenou na abstrakci automatů, tzv. ARMC, u kterého je
známo že dokáže velmi úspěšně překonat problém stavové exploze u automatů a umožňuje
nám tzv. dosáhnout pevného bodu v analýze. Poté je navržena vlastní analýza programů
psaných v imperativním paradigmatu, a to zejména programů manipulujících s řetězci,
založená na principech ARMC. Následuje popis vlastní implementace nástroje s důrazem na
jeho praktické vlastnosti. Rovněž jsou popsaný důležité části knihovny AutomataDotNet,
na které nástroj staví. Práci je uzavřena diskuzí experimentů s nástrojem provedených na
příkladech z knihovny LibStranger.
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Rozšířený abstrakt
Mnoho softwarových služeb dnes přijímá/poskytuje data v textovém formátu veřejně na
internetové síti. Tato situace nás staví před velkou výzvu: dokážeme u těchto služeb zajistit
dostatečnou bezpečnost a stabilitu?

Webové služby čelí problémům, jejichž příkladem jsou Cross-Site Scripting (XSS) útoky.
Podstata těchto útoku tví v obelstění webového serveru a donucení k vložení útočníkova
skriptu, který je serveru zaslán s uživatelskými daty (např. v poli webového formuláře),
do kódu webové stránky připravované k odeslání zpět uživateli. Tento skript pak může po
načtení do uživatelova prohlížeče – díky tomu, že je obsažen v kódu pocházející z očekávané
domény – získat cenné údaje z právě otevřené stránky (např. identitu uživatele) a odeslat
je na server útočníka nebo provést další nepřátelské akce.

Dalším typickým útokem zaměřujícím se na webové služby je SQL Injection (SQLI). Cílem
útočníka je spustit jím vytvořený SQL dotaz či příkaz nad SQL databází oběti. Aby
toho dosáhl, útočník typicky opět zneužije pole webového formuláře, filtrovací nebo řadící
pole, které nějaká webová stránka standardně využívá pro vytvoření speciálně upraveného
požadavku na server oběti. Při zpracování tohoto požadavku pak dojde kvůli zranitelnosti
na straně serveru k vykonání SQL dotazu / příkazu útočníka – ať už protože server tento
důsledně neodfiltroval (tzv. ošetření či sanitizace řetězců) nebo protože validní SQL dotaz
vznikl až chybným ošetření vstupu. Dopady mohou být od ztráty aplikačních dat přes
dočasnou ztrátu dostupnosti služby vytížením databáze po únik dat do rukou útočníka.

Klíčem k ochraně před útoky typu XSS, SQLI a dalšími je správné ošetření všechny vstupů
služeb. Bohužel, nástroje ošetřující řetězce jsou stále vytvářeny lidmi, a tak se v nich
mohou skrývat nedokonalosti – programové chyby. Taková chyba se pak může projevit
tím, že určitý nebezpečný vzorec není ve vstupu správně či vůbec detekován, nebo hůře,
neúmyslně promění na první pohled bezpečné vstupy na škodlivé jejich nevhodnou úpravou.

V této práci navrhujeme využít kombinaci metody formální analýzy zvané abstraktní reg-
ulární model checking [3] a symbolických konečných převodníků pro detekci takových
nedokonalostí. Podobný přístup lze nalézt například v pracích [15, 14, 4], a souvise-
jícím nástroji STRANGER respektive knihovně LibStranger – ta využívá symbolickou
reprezentaci konečných automatů a techniky automatového wideningu založené na třídách
ekvivalence. Jeden z cílů této práce je pokusit se zopakovat jimi dosažené výsledky.

Naším cílem je vytvořit obecný nástroj pro analýzu systémů jejichž konfigurace lze kódovat
pomocí slov z vhodné abecedy, a takého jeho specializaci pro analýzu programů pracujících
s řetězci, jako jsou např. nástroje ošetřující řetězce.

Tato práce nejprve představí základní pojmy a konstrukce jako je slovo, a jazyk, konečný
automat a konečný převodník, vč. jejich základních podtypů, vlastností a operací nad nimi.

Poté se práce věnuje popisu tzv. efektivní Booleovské algebry a principům symbolick-
ých konečných automatů, které namísto symbolů používají predikáty nad symboly. Na
to navazuje studie různých tříd symbolických převodníků, jmenovitě jde o Symbolic Fi-
nite Transducers, Extended Symbolic Finite Transducers, Cartesian Extended Symbolic
Finite Transducers, Symbolic Transducers, branching Symbolic Transducers, Simple Sym-
bolic Transducers. Na základě této studie je pak navržen nový typ symbolického převod-
níku, nazvaný Restricted Symbolic Finite Transducer. Ten, stejně jako všechny jmenované,
má na vstupní části přechodového pravidla predikát, a výstupní část pak tvoří tzv. „Up-



date“, který reprezentuje transformaci predikátů. Dále jsou podrobně rozebrány operace
inverze a skládání přechodových pravidel těchto převodníků.

Zaměření práce se potom přesouvá k analýze systémů a programů – je prezentována prob-
lematika analýzy systémů s lineárními konfiguracemi pomocí konečných automatů, kde
konfigurace programu se v případě regulárního model checkingu kóduje jako jedno slovo. V
případě Automat, který reprezentuje jazyk – množinu slov, se pak stává nositelem množiny
možných konfigurací analyzovaného systému. Dále je představena odvozená varianta to-
hoto přístupu, abstraktní regulární model checking. Ten navíc zavádí abstrakci na úrovni
automatů, aby bylo možné urychlit analýz programů zobecňováním automatů – typ pak
reprezentují více dosažitelných stavů než původně. K abstrakci existuje i párová oper-
ace zjemnění, která např. na základě falešného protipříkladů provede úpravy parametrů
abstrakce tak, aby se stejná nepřesnost vedoucí na falešný protipříklad už neprojevovala.

Navržená analýza, využívající shora uvedené přístupy a konstrukce, je pak popsána na
úrovni základních operací modelujících chování programů pracujícími s řetězci, řídící
smyčky analýzy, a vlastního mezikódu pro popis programů. Jsou ze popsané principy
zpětného běhu pro jednotlivé skupiny operací, role jednotlivých součástí analýzy, možnosti
cílení abstrakce a další.

V části popisu implementace je nejdříve věnována pozornost knihovně AutomataDot-
Net [10], na které je vytvořený nástroj postaven. Zejména je popsána generická třída
Automaton<>, která je základem pro automatové operace jak této knihovny tak našeho
nástroje. Vlastní nástroj, pojmenován ASMA od Automata for String Manipulation Analy-
sis, je v práci funkčně rozdělen do tří kategorií – základní rozšíření funkčnosti nad Automata-
DotNet, implementace analýzy dle popsaného návrhu a konzolová aplikace pro využití vlast-
ností nástroje. Na závěr kapitoly jsou prezentovány výstupy experimentů provedené nad
příklady z knihovny LibStranger [2, 15], na kterých demonstrujeme schopnost nástroje
ASMA analyzovat programy pracujícími s řetězci.

V další práci je navrženo věnovat se například optimalizacím práci s automaty, experimenty
s nově definovanou třídou převodníků nebo rozšíření v podobě podpory dalších domén pro
reprezentaci proměnných nebo dalších typů automatů.
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Chapter 1

Introduction

A lot of software services are nowadays accepting and providing data in text formats openly
over the internet. That imposes a great challenge – whether we can provide good-enough
security and stability to those services.

Cross-Site Scripting (XSS) attacks are an example of problems we are facing in web services.
The idea of the attack is to trick the web server into copying a malicious script read from
the client-sent data (e.g. a web-page input field) into the currently served web page. Such
a malicious script, when loaded in the victim’s web browser, is then able to steal valuable
information from the current web session by sending it to the attacker’s servers or to do
some other malicious actions.

Another typical attack vector targeting web services is SQL Injection (SQLI). Here, the
goal is to execute custom SQL queries / commands over the SQL database. To do that,
the attacker again abuses input-form fields like text search filters, sorting selectors, date
limitations etc. to create a specifically crafted malicious server request. Such a request,
when processed by the server-side of the web application, would turn into a valid SQL query.
The result might be deletion of application data, dumping of whole columns or tables into
the resulting response page, etc.

A defence against XSS, SQLI and similar attacks lies in proper sanitization of client inputs.
However, sanitizers are still man-made applications and might contain imperfections – bugs.
A bug in such a sanitizer might manifest either as some specific malicious patterns not being
detected at all, or by turning strings that were not seen as a threat into a real threat during
the sanitization process.

To detect such possible imperfections, we propose to use a technique combining an analysis
method called Abstract Regular Model Checking [3] together with Symbolic Finite-state
Automata and Transducers [7]. A similar approach is used by Bultan et al. [15, 14, 4]
in their tool STRANGER / library LibStranger – it utilizes a symbolic representation of
finite-state automata and an automata widening technique based on equivalence classes;
one of the goals of this work is to try to replicate results of theirs.

We aim to create a generic tool for analysis of systems whose configurations can be en-
coded as words over a suitable alphabet, as well as its specialization for analysing string
manipulating programs such as sanitizers.
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After this introduction, Chapter 2 introduces the basic notions of finite automata and
transducers.

We build on these notions in Chapter 3, first describing the principles of symbolic automata
using predicates instead of symbols. We continue with a study of different classes of symbolic
transducers, and propose a new class of symbolic transducers suitable for program analysis
based on principles of regular model checking, automata abstraction and counterexample
guided abstraction refinement. We especially focus on efficient representation, inversion
and composition of the proposed transducers.

The problem of analysing systems whose configurations are encoded as words over a suit-
able alphabet is put into context with string manipulating programs in the beginning of
Chapter 4. We then discuss the design of our analysis, its key operations on automata,
the control loop of the analysis and the intermediate code for specification of analysed
programs.

Chapter 5 contains information about the AutomataDotNet [10] library and how it is used in
our tool ASMA, which is an abbreviation for Automata for String Manipulation Analysis.
We highlight practical end-user features, like predicate transformations specified as C#
expressions or a command-line interface for experimenting with symbolic automatons and
transducers. Finally, we evaluate our analysis on a set of test programs from the LibStranger
[2, 15] project.

We conclude the thesis with suggestions for possible future development.
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Chapter 2

Automata and Transducers

This chapters first introduces the basic notions used in the thesis. We describe finite
automatons, finite transducers, and the languages and relations they represent. The defi-
nitions we use are based on [8].

2.1 Words and Languages

An alphabet is a finite, non-empty set of elements, which are called symbols. A word (string
is also a commonly used alternative) is a sequence symbols over an alphabet, whose length
is defined as the number of symbols of the word. Let Σ be an alphabet, 𝑥 and 𝑦 words over
Σ, and |𝑥| the length of the word 𝑥, then:

1. 𝜀 is a special case of a word over Σ, the empty word whose length |𝜀| = 0, 𝜀 /∈ Σ,

2. 𝜀𝑥 = 𝑥𝜀 = 𝑥,

3. for 𝑎 ∈ Σ, 𝑥𝑎 is also a word over Σ and has the length |𝑥𝑎| = |𝑥|+ 1,

4. 𝑥𝑦 is a concatenation of 𝑥 and 𝑦,

5. Σ𝜀 = Σ∪{𝜀} – the general notation of 𝑋𝜀 = 𝑋 ∪{𝜀} for a set 𝑋 and symbol 𝜀 (𝜀 has
various meanings) is used throughout this thesis.

Intuitively, a set of words forms a language. Let Σ* be the language of all words over Σ
and Σ+ the language of all non-empty words over Σ, Σ+ = Σ*−{𝜀}. Then any 𝐿 such that
𝐿 ⊆ Σ* is a language over an alphabet Σ.

2.2 Finite Automata

Finite automata are a commonly used representation of regular languages representations
– in fact, one of the definitions a regular language is: it is a language accepted by some
finite automaton.

A (extended) finite automaton (FA) is a 5-tuple 𝑀 = (𝑄,Σ, 𝛿, 𝑞0, 𝐹 ) where:
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∙ 𝑄 is a finite set of states,

∙ Σ is an (input) alphabet,

∙ 𝛿 is a function 𝛿 : 𝑄× Σ𝜀 → 2𝑄, called a transition function,

∙ 𝑞0 ∈ 𝑄 is an initial state,

∙ 𝐹 ⊆ 𝑄 is a set of final states.

We usually use 𝑝, 𝑞 ∈ 𝑄 to denote some states of the automaton, and the part of 𝛿 specifying
an (input) symbol of a transition is referred to as the label of transition (in correspondence
to the standard graphical representation of automata).

a

a0
c

4

d

c 5

b
1 d2

3

Figure 2.1: An example of an NFA accepting language abd|abc(cc)*d (a language described
using a regular expression)

a
0

c
d

c

4

b

1

d2

3

Figure 2.2: An example of a DFA accepting abd|abc(cc)*d

In general, such an FA is called a non-deterministic finite automaton (NFA) because there
can be more then one possible transition from a state ∈ 𝑄 with a symbol ∈ Σ to choose
from. We also explicitly allow the automaton to move from one state to another using the
𝜀-transition. An 𝜀-free finite automaton is then a type of FA that does not allow 𝜀 in the
transition function. If we narrow the definition of FA such that ∀𝑞 ∈ 𝑄, 𝑎 ∈ Σ : |𝛿(𝑞, 𝑎)| ≤ 1,
and 𝜀-moves are not allowed, i.e 𝛿 effectively becomes a partial function 𝑄 × Σ → 𝑄, we
call such an FA a deterministic finite automaton (DFA). Examples of an NFA and a DFA
that accept the same language are shown in Figures 2.1 and 2.2.

Transition Relation

For a given finite automaton 𝑀 , any 𝑝, 𝑞 ∈ 𝑄, 𝑎 ∈ Σ, 𝑤, 𝑢 ∈ Σ*, the transition relation
−→
𝑀
⊆ 𝑄 × Σ* × 𝑄 describes a reachability of a given state 𝑞 from some state 𝑝, given

a sequence of symbols 𝑤 (we drop the subscript 𝑀 if there is no confusion possible). It
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is defined as the transitive, reflexive closure of the relation represented by 𝛿𝑀 . It can be
constructed in the following way:

1. ∀𝑞 ∈ 𝑄 : 𝑞
𝜀−→ 𝑞.

2. For 𝑞 such that 𝑞 ∈ 𝛿(𝑝, 𝑎), we say that 𝑀 can make a single-step transition (make a
move) 𝑝 𝑎−→ 𝑞 from state 𝑝 over some symbol 𝑎 to the state 𝑞. Note that 𝑎 might be
an 𝜀 in the case of an extended FA.

3. A transition 𝑝 𝑤−→ 𝑞 from a state 𝑝 to a state 𝑞 over a word 𝑤 is possible if the following
recursion holds: 𝑝 𝑎𝑢−→ 𝑞 ∧ 𝑤 = 𝑎𝑢 ⇐⇒ ∃𝑟 ∈ 𝑄 | 𝑟 ∈ 𝛿(𝑝, 𝑎) ∧ 𝑟 𝑢−→ 𝑞.

Language(s) of FAs

A finite automaton 𝑀 accepts a word 𝑤 ∈ Σ* iff 𝑞0
𝑤−→ 𝑞𝑓 for some 𝑞𝑓 ∈ 𝐹 . The Language

𝐿(𝑀) of 𝑀 is then the set of all such accepted words, i.e. 𝐿(𝑀) = {𝑤 ∈ Σ* | ∃𝑞𝑓 ∈ 𝐹 :

𝑞0
𝑤−→ 𝑞𝑓}. A language 𝐿 is a regular language iff it is accepted by some FA.

We can generalize the above notion by saying that, a word 𝑤 is accepted from a state 𝑞 ∈ 𝑄
of 𝑀 iff 𝑞

𝑤−→ 𝑞𝑓 for some 𝑞𝑓 ∈ 𝐹 . The language of a state 𝑞 ∈ 𝑄 (forward state language)
of 𝑀 is then defined as 𝐿(𝑀, 𝑞) = {𝑤 ∈ Σ* | ∃𝑞𝑓 ∈ 𝐹 : 𝑞

𝑤−→ 𝑞𝑓}, while the backward state
language is defined as ←−𝐿 (𝑀, 𝑞) = {𝑤 ∈ Σ* | 𝑞0

𝑤−→ 𝑞}.

Properties of FAs

Given FA 𝑀 , a state 𝑞 ∈ 𝑄 is reachable iff ∃𝑤 ∈ Σ* : 𝑞0
𝑤−→ 𝑞. The fact that a state 𝑞 ∈ 𝑄 is

not reachable (unreachable state) can be also deduced from that ←−𝐿 (𝑀, 𝑞) = ∅. Moreover,
a state 𝑞 ∈ 𝑄 is terminating iff ∃𝑤 ∈ Σ*, ∃𝑞𝑓 ∈ 𝐹 : 𝑞

𝑤−→ 𝑞𝑓 . Again, an alternative definition
exists, 𝑞 is non-terminating iff 𝐿(𝑀, 𝑞) = ∅ and vice-versa.

Two states 𝑝, 𝑞 ∈ 𝑄 are called indistinguishable (language-equivalent) iff they have the same
forward state languages, i.e. 𝐿(𝑀,𝑝) = 𝐿(𝑀, 𝑞).

An FA 𝑀 is called complete iff, for every state and every possible symbol from Σ, there
is at least one feasible transition, i.e. ∀𝑝 ∈ 𝑄,∀𝑎 ∈ Σ,∃𝑞 ∈ 𝑄 : 𝑝

𝑎−→ 𝑞. Otherwise, it is
incomplete. The intuition is that a complete FA cannot get stuck. It can be seen that
making an FA complete can be accomplished, for example, by creating a single sink state
and extending 𝛿 with transitions leading to the sink state for every pair of ∀𝑝 ∈ 𝑄,∀𝑎 ∈ Σ
that does not have a transition defined yet. Note that not every operation over FAs requires
FA to be complete and making it so needlessly would be inefficient.

𝑀 is clean iff it does not contain unreachable states.

For 𝑀 to be well-specified, it must be (i) deterministic, (ii) complete, (iii) have no unreach-
able state, and (iv) have at most one non-terminating state (a possible sink state).

Moreover 𝑀 is minimal when it is (i) well-specified and (ii) without any indistinguishable
states. Note that it might be convenient to also define an incomplete minimal FA where
the single non-terminating state is removed if it exists. An example of a minimal DFA,
together with two equivalent NFA variants, is shown in Figure 2.3.
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Figure 2.3: Two different NFA variants and the corresponding minimal DFA

Operations over FAs

All binary operations over FAs can be compared to using two automata in parallel and
determining the overall result based on the individual results the two FAs:

∙ For union, we accept the input iff at least one of the automata accepts the input.

∙ For intersection, we accept the input iff both automata accept the input.

∙ For difference, we accept the input iff the left-hand side automaton accepts and the
right-hand side automaton does not accept the input.

Complement The complement of an FA 𝑀 , denoted 𝑀 , is usually implemented through
first converting a given (N)FA into at least a complete DFA. The complete DFA can be
then turned into its complement by switching all accepting and non-accepting states, i.e.
𝐹 = 𝑄− 𝐹 .

Intersection The FA representing the intersection of two FA 𝑀 and 𝑀 ′ can be con-
structed using a product construction. However, there is a caveat: An extended FA may
contain 𝜀-transitions, which have to be handled specially when constructing the transition
function function of the product. There are basically three options: (i) convert the FA
first into an 𝜀-free FA and then use a simple version of product construction, (ii) use the
𝜀-closure of 𝛿 instead of directly 𝛿 (iii) model that one of the automatons is not moving
while the other is making an 𝜀-move.

We will show the last option here, as it is straightforward to derive an algorithm for it. An
intersection of two FA 𝑀 and 𝑀 ′ is an FA 𝑀∩ = (𝑄∩,Σ∩, 𝛿∩, 𝑞∩0 , 𝐹

∩) such that:

∙ 𝑄∩ = 𝑄×𝑄′.

∙ Σ∩ = Σ ∩ Σ′.

∙ 𝛿∩ =
{((𝑝, 𝑝′), 𝑎, (𝑞, 𝑞′)) | 𝑎 ∈ Σ∩, (𝑝, 𝑎, 𝑞) ∈ 𝛿, (𝑝′, 𝑎, 𝑞′) ∈ 𝛿′} ∪
{((𝑝, 𝑞′), 𝜀, (𝑞, 𝑞′)) | 𝑞′ ∈ 𝑄′, (𝑝, 𝜀, 𝑞) ∈ 𝛿} ∪
{((𝑞, 𝑝′), 𝜀, (𝑞, 𝑞′)) | 𝑞 ∈ 𝑄, (𝑝, 𝜀, 𝑞′) ∈ 𝛿′}.
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∙ 𝑞∩0 = (𝑞0, 𝑞
′
0).

∙ 𝐹∩ = 𝐹 × 𝐹 ′.

Union An extended FA representing the union of two FA 𝑀 and 𝑀 ′, where 𝑄 and 𝑄′

are taken to be disjoint, can be constructed as the FA 𝑀∪ = (𝑄∪,Σ∪, 𝛿∪, 𝑞∪0 , 𝐹
∪) such that

∙ 𝑄∪ = 𝑄 ∪𝑄′ ∪ {𝑞∪0 }.

∙ Σ∪ = Σ ∪ Σ′.

∙ 𝛿∪ = 𝛿 ∪ 𝛿′ ∪ {(𝑞∪0 , 𝜀, 𝑞0), (𝑞∪0 , 𝜀, 𝑞′0)}.

∙ 𝐹∪ = 𝐹 ∪ 𝐹 ′.

Difference An FA representing the difference of two FA 𝑀 and 𝑀 ′ can be constructed
using De Morgan’s laws as 𝑀 −𝑀 ′ = 𝑀 ∩𝑀 ′.

2.3 Finite Transducer

Transducers describe a binary relation between words of two languages. A transducer is a
form of an automaton that has bot an input and an output track.

When applied to a word 𝑤 over its input alphabet (an operation also called translation), it
can rewrite 𝑤 to one of the words that are related to 𝑤 in the relation that the transducers
represents.

When applied on an FA 𝑀 over its input alphabet, the result is an FA 𝑀 ′ over the output
alphabet, describing all words related to some word in the input language of 𝑀 , in the
relation the transducer represents.

Formally, a finite (state) transducer (FT) is a 6-tuple 𝑇 = (𝑄,Σ,Ω, 𝛿, 𝑞0, 𝐹 ) where:

∙ 𝑄 is a finite set of states,

∙ Σ is an input alphabet,

∙ Ω is an output alphabet,

∙ 𝛿 is a function 𝛿 : 𝑄× Σ𝜀 → 2Ω𝜀×𝑄

∙ 𝑞0 ∈ 𝑄 is an initial state,

∙ 𝐹 ⊆ 𝑄 is a set of final states,

∙ 𝜀-move of 𝑇 is a transition in 𝛿 which neither reads nor writes a symbol.

We define the terms deterministic and non-deterministic in regard to FT in a similar way
as for FA. 𝑇 is a deterministic finite transducer (DFT) iff ∀𝑞 ∈ 𝑄,∀𝑎 ∈ Σ : |𝛿(𝑞, 𝑎)| ≤ 1 and
𝜀-moves are note allowed. Erasing a symbol (using 𝜀 as an output symbol) is still possible.
An example of a DFT is shown in Figure 2.4.
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a/r
0

c/t
d/u

c/t

4

b/s

1

d/u2

3

DFT abd|ac(cc)*d / rsu|rt(tt)*u

Figure 2.4: An FT built from the previously shown DFA (Figure 2.2). It offsets every
ASCII character’s numerical value by the distance of ’r’ − ’a’, dom = abd|ac(cc)*d,
img = rsu|rt(tt)*u.

Moreover, 𝑇 is called length-preserving if neither the input nor output part of the transition
label is 𝜀, i.e. 𝛿 : 𝑄 × Σ → 2𝑄×Ω . A more relaxed definition of length-preserving FT is
that either both parts of a transition label are symbols of their respective alphabets, or
they are both 𝜀(it is an 𝜀-move) – i.e. generating or erasing symbols is not allowed, but the
transducer is allowed to make non-deterministic moves without reading/writing anything.

Transition Relation

For a given finite transducer 𝑇 , any 𝑝, 𝑞 ∈ 𝑄, 𝑎 ∈ Σ𝜀, 𝑏 ∈ Ω𝜀, 𝑤, 𝑢 ∈ Σ*, 𝑠, 𝑟 ∈ Ω*, the
transition relation −→

𝑇
⊆ 𝑄 × Σ* × Ω* × 𝑄 describes all possible transitions from a state

𝑝 over a sequence of symbols 𝑤 to a state 𝑞 while creating an output word 𝑢 (we drop
the subscript 𝑇 as there is no confusion possible). It is defined as the transitive, reflexive
closure of the relation represented by 𝛿𝑇 . It can be constructed in the following way:

1. ∀𝑞 ∈ 𝑄 : 𝑞
𝜀/𝜀−−→ 𝑞.

2. For (𝑞, 𝑏) ∈ 𝛿(𝑝, 𝑎) we say that 𝑇 can make a single-step transition (move) 𝑝 𝑎/𝑏−−→ 𝑞
from state 𝑝 to 𝑞 while reading 𝑎 and writing 𝑏. Note that both 𝑎 and 𝑏 may be 𝜀.

3. A transition 𝑝
𝑤/𝑢−−→ 𝑞 from state 𝑝 to state 𝑞, transducing a word 𝑤 ∈ Σ* into 𝑠 ∈ Ω*

is possible iff 𝑤 = 𝑎1𝑎2 · · · 𝑎𝑛−1, 𝑢 = 𝑏1𝑏2 · · · 𝑏𝑛−1 and 𝑞𝑖 ∈ 𝑄 : 𝑞𝑖
𝑎𝑖/𝑏𝑖−−−→ 𝑞𝑖+1 where

1 ≤ 𝑖 < 𝑛 and 𝑝 = 𝑞1, 𝑞 = 𝑞𝑛.

Transduction Relation, a Relation between Languages

While an FA 𝑀 can be seen as a representation of some language 𝐿(𝑀), an FT 𝑇 defines
a relation of two languages. One can extend the FA-language definitions of language of 𝑀 ,
forward state language of 𝑀 and backward state language of 𝑀 for FT. An important case
is the extension of the language of automaton into the transduction relation of a transducer.

The transduction relation 𝜏 for a given FT 𝑇 is defined as 𝜏𝑇 = {(𝑤, 𝑢) ∈ Σ* × Ω* | ∃𝑞𝑓 ∈
𝐹 : 𝑞0

𝑤/𝑢−−→ 𝑞𝑓} .
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The domain and image of 𝜏𝑇 can be thought of as the input and output languages of 𝑇 ,
respectively, where dom(𝜏𝑇 ) = {𝑤 ∈ Σ* | ∃𝑢 ∈ Ω* : (𝑤, 𝑢) ∈ 𝜏𝑇 } and img(𝜏𝑇 ) = {𝑢 ∈ Ω* |
∃𝑤 ∈ Σ* : (𝑤, 𝑢) ∈ 𝜏𝑇 } .

The application of a transduction relation 𝜏 to a language 𝐿 ⊂ Σ*, denoted 𝜏(𝐿), is the set
{𝑢 ∈ Ω* | ∃𝑤 ∈ 𝐿 : (𝑤, 𝑢) ∈ 𝜏} .

a/r
0

c/tb/s

1
d/u

2

DFT a(b|c)*d 
/ r(s|t)*u

r/a
0

t/cs/b

1
u/d

2

DFT r(s|t)*u
/ a(b|c)*d

Figure 2.5: An example of SFT inversion. Input/output labels of all transitions of the first
transducer are swapped, creating the second – inverse – transducer.

An FT representing the inverse transduction relation 𝜏−1
𝑇 can be constructed by swapping

the input and output alphabets and input/output side of the transition labels, an example
is shown in Figure 2.5.

We leave without a proof, that dom(𝜏𝑇 ) is always a regular language (intuition: reduce the
FT to an FA by omitting the output-related parts of the transitions) and img(𝜏𝑇 ) is also
regular (intuition: construct an inverse and get its dom).

A relation over Σ*×Ω* (or Σ*×Σ* if the alphabet is shared) is also called a regular relation
iff it is the transduction relation of some FT.

Moreover, a relation 𝜏𝑅𝑃 ∈ Σ*×Ω* can be called regularity preserving iff 𝜏𝑅𝑃 (𝐿) is regular
for any regular language 𝐿.

While it can be seen that any regular relation is regularity-preserving, a regularity-preserving
relation does not need to be regular, consider e.g., the relation representing the reversal of
words.

Operations over FTs and FAs

Composition of FT is the closest of an equivalent to an intersection of FA and it is also
product constructed. The application of an FT onto an FA can be viewer as a special case
of composition where the outer FT has empty output parts of all labels. We can also define
the domain restriction of an FT from some FA.

Note that regular relations are not closed under intersection, so a FT representing intuitive
intersection of FTs is generally not constructible.
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We use transition relation and 𝜀-extended alphabets in the product construction instead
of transition function, so that the definition also works for NFT with 𝜀 in input and/or
output parts of labels. We use transition relation because it is already defined, but a
reflexive-closure of 𝛿, i.e. with added 𝜀-self-loops, would be sufficient.

A composition 𝑇 ′ ∘ 𝑇 of a FT 𝑇 with FA 𝑇 ′, where

𝜏∘ = 𝜏 ′(𝜏) = {(𝑤, 𝑢) | 𝜏 ∋ (𝑤, 𝑣), 𝜏 ′ ∋ (𝑣, 𝑢)}

is a FT 𝑇 ∘ = (𝑄∘,Σ∘,Ω∘, 𝛿∘, 𝑞∘0, 𝐹
∘) such that

∙ 𝑄∘ = 𝑄×𝑄′

∙ Σ∘ = Σ
∙ Ω∘ = Ω′

∙ 𝛿∘ = { ((𝑝, 𝑝′), 𝑎, (𝑞, 𝑞′), 𝑐) |
𝑎 ∈ Σ𝜀, 𝑏 ∈ Ω𝜀 ∩ Σ𝜀

′, 𝑐 ∈ Ω𝜀
′,

𝑝
𝑎/𝑏−−→
𝑇

𝑞, 𝑝′
𝑏/𝑐−−→
𝑇 ′

𝑞′,

¬(𝑝 = 𝑞, 𝑝′ = 𝑞′, 𝑎 = 𝑐 = 𝜀)1 }
∙ 𝑞∘0 = (𝑞0, 𝑞

′
0)

∙ 𝐹 ∘ = 𝐹 × 𝐹 ′

An application 𝑇 (𝑀) of FT 𝑇 ′ onto FA 𝑀 , where

𝜏(𝐿(𝑀)) = {𝑢 | 𝑤 ∈ 𝐿(𝑀), 𝜏 ′ ∋ (𝑤, 𝑢)}

is a FA 𝑀∘ = (𝑄∘,Σ∘, 𝛿∘, 𝑞∘0, 𝐹
∘) such that

∙ 𝑄∘ = 𝑄×𝑄′

∙ Σ∘ = Ω′

∙ 𝛿∘ = {((𝑝, 𝑝′), 𝑐, (𝑞, 𝑞′)) |
𝑏 ∈ Σ𝜀 ∩ Σ𝜀

′, 𝑐 ∈ Ω𝜀
′,

𝑝
𝑏−→
𝑀

𝑞, 𝑝′
𝑏/𝑐−−→
𝑇 ′

𝑞′,

¬(𝑝 = 𝑞, 𝑝′ = 𝑞′, 𝑐 = 𝜀)2}
∙ 𝑞∘0 = (𝑞0, 𝑞

′
0)

∙ 𝐹 ∘ = 𝐹 × 𝐹 ′

Examples of an application of an ST on an SA are showed in Figure 2.6 and Figure 2.7.

A Note on Finite Transducers with Multi-output Transitions

A (non-deterministic) finite transducer as previously defined, thus potentially non-length-
preserving, allows 𝜀 on both input and output parts of its transition labels. There also
exist alternative definitions where the output part might contain 0 − 𝑛 symbols. It is
easy to show, that such definitions are equally expressive as the one from Section 2.3: any

1Such transitions are useless and do not have any effect in the resulting 𝛿; they could be also later
eliminated by e.g. 𝜀-elimination or determinization.

2See note 1
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Figure 2.6: An example of an FT being applied on an FA. a) is the FA from Figure 2.2,
b) is the FT already showed in Figure 2.5, c) is the result of b) being applied on a). In
this case, the application resulted in the same number of states and transitions in c) as in
a). The dotted lines symbolize the connection between the source states and the resulting
states of the product-based application operation.

transition, that has more than one symbol in the output part of label, 𝑞𝑠𝑜𝑢𝑟𝑐𝑒
𝑎/𝑏0𝑏1𝑏2...𝑏𝑛−−−−−−−−→

𝑞𝑡𝑎𝑟𝑔𝑒𝑡, can be transformed into a sequence of new states and transitions between them,
𝑞𝑠𝑜𝑢𝑟𝑐𝑒

𝑎/𝑏0−−−→ 𝑞1
𝜀/𝑏1−−→ 𝑞2

𝜀/𝑏2−−→ . . . 𝑞𝑛
𝜀/𝑏𝑛−−−→ 𝑞𝑡𝑎𝑟𝑔𝑒𝑡. An example of such conversion is shown in

Figure 2.8.

A Note on Determinism and Single-valuedness of FT

Not all finite transducers have a deterministic version. An example is shown in Figure 2.9.
This transducer is not single-valued either. An FT is single-valued or functional if there exist
at most one possible output word for each input word. Determinism is a sufficient, but not
mandatory, requirement for single-valuedness. It can also be said that every deterministic
FT is single-valued; on the other hand, if an FT is not single-valued, it does not have a
deterministic counterpart.

Another sufficient condition for single-valuedness is that the FT is deterministic except for
transitions with an 𝜀guard that are the only outgoing transition of some state – such a pat-
tern is the typical result of the conversion of multi-output transitions into transitions/state
sequences described above. We shall call it a quasi-deterministic FT in this section.

In the single-valued case, it is always possible to determinize the FT. The problem is posed
mostly by (a sequence of) transitions that share a source state, have equal input parts of
their labels, but different output parts. The solution is to find the shortest prefix that
distinguishes the unique path (a set of states and transitions taken while reading that
prefix) in transducer with those problematic transitions, and move all output labels of
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Figure 2.7: Another example of an FT being applied on an FA. a) is a modified FA based on
the FA in Figure 2.2, b) is the FT already showed in Figure 2.5, c) is the result of b) being
applied on a). In this case, the application lead to some states (number 2) and transitions
of FA a) not being rewritten into the resulting FA c). Transition 1

e−→ 2 of FA a) does not
have a counterpart transition with input label ’e’ in FT b) that could be reached during
the application result construction, which leads to state 2 and its outgoing transition of FA
a) also not being rewritten into c). The dotted lines symbolize the connection between the
source states and the resulting states of the product-based application operation.

a/b0b1...bn
qs qf

a/b0
qs

ε/b1
1

ε/bn
...n qfa) b)

Figure 2.8: A virtualisation of conversion of a multi-output finite transducer a) the the
equivalent NFT b).

those transitions, as a sequence of symbols, into the the output of the last transition of that
prefix. Such a sequence can be split into new states and transition as shown previously.
The result is a quasi-deterministic FT.

We now describe an example of quasi-determinization depicted in Figure 2.10. We start
with DFT a) which decodes characters that were URL-encoded into character pairs back to
individual character: 2A/*, 2B/+, 40/@. We could call a) a minimal DFT, however we did
not define minimalism for FT and there could be multiple canonical form definitions. Then
we create NFT b) by inverting a). In b), prefixes "*", "+", and "@" are found to distinguish
the ambiguous part of b), which is state 0 and its two outgoing transitions with the same
input label 𝜀and different output labels. We apply the quasi-determinizing transformation
and shift all the output symbols of all transitions in the prefix path to the last transition
of their respective path, forming multi-output NFT c). As the next step, we apply another
transformation to unpack the multi-output transitions */2A, +/2B, @/40 into sequences of
states/transitions, forming NFT d). The last step is to merge the redundant transitions and
states that emerged after the first transformation in c), that is the the transitions 0

𝜀/𝜀−−→ 4

and 0
𝜀/𝜀−−→ 1, and to eliminate 𝜀/𝜀transitions all together, obtaining a quasi-deterministic

FT e).
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Figure 2.9: An example of non-determinizable, non-single-valued FT
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Figure 2.10: An example of inversion of a DFT that is then quasi-determinized – inspired
by a URL-encoding encoder/decoder.
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Chapter 3

Symbolic Automata and
Transducers

This chapter first introduces the notion of efficient Boolean algebra. We then generalize
the concept of classical automata to their generic versions using predicates over symbols.
After that, various existing types of symbolic transducers are compared. We specify the
necessary properties of a symbolic transducer for use in an analysis of string manipulating
programs. The chapter completes with the design of restricted symbolic finite transducers,
devised to meet the aforementioned requirements.

The Need for Symbolic Automata

While the practical utility of finite automata is quite large, the efficiency of their usage
suffers in those scenarios where it is better to replace dealing with individual characters by
character classes (sets of characters).

This is exactly where symbolic automata can help. Symbolic automata allow one to group
a large number of transitions with the same source and target state into a single transition,
labelled by a predicate describing a character class.

Symbolic automata are extensively discussed, e.g., in Section 3.2. Bellow, we introduce the
notion of effective Boolean algebra which we base our symbolic automata on.

3.1 Effective Boolean Algebra

Effective Boolean algebra (EBA) provides a basis for defining symbolic automata [11]. The
use of EBAs is also a key part of the design of the AutomataDotNet library, which provides
an implementation of symbolic automata and is covered later on.

First, let us refresh the definition of a Boolean algebra that is a 6-tuple consisting of (i) a
set of elements 𝐸, e.g. {0, 1} or the powerset of {𝑎, 𝑏}, (ii) a binary operation "and" / ∧,
(iii) a binary operation "or" / ∨, (iv) a unary operation "not" / ¬, (v) the bottom element
⊥ ∈ 𝐸 and (vi) the top element ⊤ ∈ 𝐸, that satisfy several axioms about the operations
and top/bottom elements, such as associativity or commutativity.
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An effective Boolean algebra is extension of a classical Boolean algebra (BA)
(𝐸,∧,∨,¬,⊥,⊤) over some set 𝐸 that is instead defined over a set of predicates Ψ on
𝐸 – in this context, 𝐸 is called the set of domain elements. Moreover, a new denotation
function [[...]] : Ψ → 2𝐸 converting predicates from Ψ into sets from 2𝐸 for which the
predicate is satisfiable, i.e. [[𝜙]] = {𝑎 ∈ 𝐸 | 𝜙(𝑎) = 𝑡𝑟𝑢𝑒}, is introduced, such that for each
𝜙,𝜓 ∈ Ψ:

1. [[𝜙 ∧ 𝜓]] = [[𝜙]] ∩ [[𝜓]]
2. [[𝜙 ∨ 𝜓]] = [[𝜙]] ∪ [[𝜓]]
3. [[¬𝜙]] = 𝐸 − [[𝜙]]
4. [[⊥]] = ∅
5. [[⊤]] = 𝐸
6. [[𝜙]] ̸= ∅ ⇐⇒ 𝜙 is satisfiable, 𝐼𝑠𝑆𝑎𝑡(𝜙)

An EBA is thus an 8-tuple (Ψ, 𝐸, [[...]],∧,∨,¬,⊥,⊤) whose elements satisfy the above
requirements.

The idea is that there might be various kinds of predicates and related Boolean opera-
tions, as well as domain elements 𝐸, and the EBA represent an interface facilitating the
cooperation between symbolic automata and the predicates.

Note that for any practical applications of EBAa, the underlying theory / the 𝐼𝑠𝑆𝑎𝑡 function
must be decidable.

3.1.1 (Non-)Finiteness of the Algebra Domain

The finiteness of the set of domain elements of EBA we base a symbolic automaton (or a
transducer) on is a critical property.

If the set is finite, it is generally possible to rewrite any predicate on those elements into a
finite number of elements it represents. This enable a naive way of converting an SA into
an FA, providing a proof that such SAs are equally expressive as FAs.

However, there is also a more sophisticated conversion that works even for infinite sets
of elements, which utilizes minterms (maximal satisfiable Boolean combinations) of all
predicates of a given SA as the alphabet of the resulting FA. See [7](the paragraph "Alphabet
equivalence classes" in Section 2.1 with Theorems 3 and 4).

3.2 Symbolic Finite Automata over EBA

A symbolic (finite) automaton (SA or SFA) is a 5-tuple 𝑀 = (𝑄,𝒜, 𝛿, 𝑞0, 𝐹 ) where:

∙ 𝑄 is a finite set of states.

∙ 𝒜 is an EBA such that:

– 𝐷𝑜𝑚𝑎𝑖𝑛𝐸𝑙𝑒𝑚𝑒𝑛𝑡𝑠(𝒜) = Σ𝒜 is an input symbol alphabet,
– 𝑃𝑟𝑒𝑑𝑖𝑐𝑎𝑡𝑒𝑠(𝒜) = Ψ𝒜 is a guard alphabet,
– [[...]]𝒜 : Ψ𝒜 → 2Σ𝒜 .
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∙ 𝛿 is a function 𝛿 : 𝑄×Ψ𝜀 → 2𝑄,

∙ 𝑞0 ∈ 𝑄 is an initial state,

∙ 𝐹 ⊆ 𝑄 is a set of final states.

We drop the subscript 𝒜 if no confusion is possible.

a0 1
b
c

a
b
c x

2

3

m
n
o

0 1
[a-c]

[a-c]

[x]

2

3
[m-o]

Figure 3.1: An example of an FA (on the left side) and an SFA (on the right side) rep-
resenting the same language, i.e. the language of regular expression "[a-c]([a-c]x)*[m-o]".
The predicates of the SFA are represented using regex character groups/classes.

Most of the notions introduced for finite automata also apply for symbolic finite automata,
so we especially focus on differences here. Moreover, the part of 𝛿 specifying a predicate of
a transition, i.e. the transition label, is referred to as a guard. A transition/move in 𝑀 is
feasible if its guard is satisfiable. An example of an SA is showed in Figure 3.1

For a given 𝑀 any 𝑝, 𝑞 ∈ 𝑄, 𝑎 ∈ Σ, 𝑤 ∈ Σ*, 𝜙 ∈ Ψ, its transition relation −→
𝑀
⊆ 𝑄×Σ*×𝑄

describes all possible transitions from some state 𝑝 over a word 𝑤 to a state 𝑞 (we drop the
subscript 𝑀 as there is no confusion possible). It can be defined in the following way:

1. ∀𝑞 ∈ 𝑄 : 𝑞
𝜀−→ 𝑞.

2. If 𝑞 ∈ 𝛿(𝑝, 𝜙)∧ 𝑎 ∈ [[𝜙]], we say that 𝑀 can make a move 𝑝 𝑎−→ 𝑞 from the state 𝑝 over
the symbol 𝑎 satisfying the guard 𝜙 to the state 𝑞.

3. If 𝑞 ∈ 𝛿(𝑝, 𝜀), we say that 𝑀 can make an 𝜀-move 𝑝 𝜀−→ 𝑞 from the state 𝑝 to the state
𝑞.

4. A transition 𝑝
𝑤−→ 𝑞 from a state 𝑝 to a state 𝑞 over a word 𝑤 ∈ Σ||𝑤| = 𝑛 for some

n > 1 is feasible iff 𝑤 = 𝑎1𝑎2 · · · 𝑎𝑛−1 and 𝑞𝑖 ∈ 𝑄 : 𝑞𝑖
𝑎𝑖−→ 𝑞𝑖+1 where 1 ≤ 𝑖 < 𝑛 and

𝑝 = 𝑞1, 𝑞 = 𝑞𝑛.

Properties of Symbolic Automata

𝑀 is a deterministic symbolic automaton (DSA) when 𝜀-moves are not allowed in 𝑀 and
there is no such state 𝑝, from which two different moves can be made with the same input
symbol, i.e.

∙ 𝛿 : 𝑄×Ψ→ 2𝑄

∙ ∀𝑝 ∈ 𝑄, ∀𝜙,𝜓 ∈ Ψ, ∀𝑞 ∈ 𝛿(𝑝, 𝜙), ∀𝑞′ ∈ 𝛿(𝑝, 𝜓) : 𝐼𝑠𝑆𝑎𝑡(𝜙 ∧ 𝜓) =⇒ 𝑞 = 𝑞′
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𝑀 is normalized when ∀𝑝, 𝑞 ∈ 𝑄 there is at most one move over any predicate from 𝑝 to 𝑞
defined in 𝛿.

The properties of cleanness, completeness, and minimality are the same as for FA.

Operations and Algorithms over SA

The intuition for operations based a product construction, i.e. intersection, is that we do
not require the labels of the two SAs to be equal, but instead for their conjunction to be
satisfiable. Determinization of SA is possible, however it is prone to a worst-case exponential
explosion both in the space of states and the space of predicates. Determinizability of SAs
allows us to construct an equivalent complete SA for any SA by creating a sink state and
adding a new transition from each pre-existing state to this sink state with a specific guard
– the guard is constructed as a complement of disjunction of all guards of all outgoing moves
for the particular source state. A complete SA can then be complemented the same way as
FA, i.e. by switching all accepting and non-accepting states. The union and difference of
two SAs can be also obtained with the respective algorithms for FAs.

A more detailed description of SAs operations and properties can be found in [7](Theorems
1, 2 and the following text in Section 2.1), [11](end of Section 2) and [12].

A Note on Classical and Symbolic Transducers

Let us do a thought experiment about classical and symbolic transducers. As shown in
Chapter 2, each transition in a classical finite transducer is labelled with a pair of in-
put/output symbols, where a symbol is either a character of an input/output alphabet or
an epsilon. Transducer itself represents a symmetric relation between input and output
words. Obtaining the inversion of such transducer then amounts to swapping the input and
the output part of all labels.

Let us consider a similar construction, but with predicates of EBA [11, 7] (see Section 3.1)
- where an input/output label is either a predicate over elements of some Boolean algebra
domain (alphabet) or epsilon. We will also refer to the input/output pair of labels as to a
rule. Such a transducer can make a transition if its input label is epsilon or predicate that
holds for the current input character. The output emitted by that transducer transition is
either nothing (if the output label is epsilon) or any character that satisfies the predicate
(non-deterministically chosen). This is a straightforward solution, however, it is not a very
sensible one. For example, it does not allow for efficient expression of identity transition.
Consider the following example:

∙ alphabet Σ = {’a’, ’b’, ’c’, ’d’}
∙ predicate 𝑝 | [[𝑝]] = Σ – the predicate is satisfiable for any character of the alphabet
∙ transition rule 𝑝 / 𝑝 – it seems like identity rule, but it is not
∙ current input character: ’a’
∙ output is one of (non-deterministic): ’a’, ’b’, ’c’, ’d’

An only way to express identity in such case is to create one transition with singleton (holds
for exactly one character) predicates for input/output for every character of the alphabet
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(algebra domain), a thing possible only if the algebra domain is finite. We do not gain
anything from using predicates in this case.

3.3 Classes of Symbolic Transducers and Their Properties

In this section, we compare multiple concepts of symbolic transducers, i.e. transducers that
employ predicates in some way, looking for the best of each approach, so that we are able
to design a transducer that fits our requirements for program analysis.

The names of transducers, including initialisms, are taken over from their respective liter-
ature. Note that for symbolic finite transducers and their derivates, there are at least two
ways how to write their names as abbreviations. The older literatures uses the form "SFT",
while the newer one, [7], uses "s-FT".

Symbolic Finite Transducers, part one

A Symbolic finite transducers (SFTs) defined in [7, 13] are an extension of symbolic finite
automatons (SFAs, especially in the referenced literature, or SAs), similar to how FTs are
extensions of FAs. The predicates which form the transitions labels in SFAs, form the
input labels of SFT transitions. An output label of an SFT transition then consists of a
sequence of anonymous functions (𝜆-terms) defined on the set of domain elements of the
SFT’s algebra, we shall call it a sequence of output functions. Intuitively, the transducer
relates two words, if the each input word symbol satisfies the relevant guard predicate and
the output word is a sequence of symbols created by applying the sequences of output
functions of relevant transitions on the read input symbols.

Let us now try to compare the expressiveness of SFTs and FTs with an attempt of converting
SFT 𝑇 into an FT 𝑇 ′. Let us presume that the set of a 𝑇 ’s EBA domain elements (symbols)
is finite. Then it is possible to evaluate the sequence of output functions of a given transition
for each symbol represented by the transition’s guard. The result of such evaluation for a
given transition is a set of pairs of the single symbol from the guard and a sequences of the
symbols induced by the output functions. Each such pair then forms a new transition of
the equivalent FT – the single symbol is the input label, and the sequence of symbols is the
output label. The sequences of output symbols can be later broken down into their own
individual transitions, as showed in Section 2.3. Note that such a conversion might lead to
an explosion in the number of transitions of the resulting transducer – proportional to the
size of sets of symbols represented by each original guard predicate. It can be deduced that
an SFTs over EBAs with finite set of domain elements are equivalent in expressiveness to
FTs and their domain (input language), image (output language) and transduction relation
are regular.

We can also show that the domain (input language) of any SFT is regular. First, let us
repeat that SFAs are equivalent to FAs in terms of expressiveness – we can convert a given
SFT into the SFA representing the SFT’s input language by dropping the output parts of
all transitions labels.
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However, the image of an SFT is in general not regular (not representable by an FA or
an SFA), but it belongs to the class of so-called ESFA-representable languages. After we
define ESFA, we will return to this topic.

Extended Symbolic Finite Automata

An extended symbolic finite automaton (ESFA) [7, 6] is an automaton which can read/con-
sume up to 𝑘 ∈ N (i.e. a finite number of) symbols at one step, allowing for a look-ahead
semantics. A transition label, i.e. a guard, in ESFA is a predicate on tuples/sequences of
symbols (compared to SFA where a predicate is defined on symbols). Its expressive power
(for EBAs with infinite sets of domain elements at least) is strictly larger than that of
SFAs. Moreover, non-deterministic ESFAs are strictly more expressive than their deter-
ministic counterparts. The class of ESFAs is closed under union but not closed under
intersection nor complement. It is also undecidable to check whether two ESFAs are equiv-
alent or even to check emptiness of their intersection. One can only decide emptiness of an
ESFA itself.

An important subclass of ESFAs are Cartesian ESFAs (C-ESFAs) [7, 6] where the guard is
predicate which is itself a conjunction of predicates on individual symbols. Their expressive
power equals to that of SFAs. It can be seen that any C-ESFA transition can be converted
into a sequence of intermediate states and SFA transitions, each transition with the relevant
part of the original multi-symbol predicate as a guard.

Symbolic Finite Transducers, part two

The image of an SFT (a generic SFT, i.e. one that could be defined over EBA with
infinite set of domain elements) belongs to the ESFA-representable class exactly because
SFT transitions are labelled with a sequence of zero or more output functions, not with a
single one.

We will demonstrate this on a "duplicating" transition, i.e. a transition with ⊤ predicate
as a guard and two identity functions (i.e. 𝑖𝑑(𝑐) := 𝜆 𝑐 . 𝑐) as an output label. We can
write down the whole label (called a rule) as ⊤ / [𝑖𝑑, 𝑖𝑑] . An image of such a transition
is a sequence of any two symbols that are equal, and the multi-symbol predicate defining
it could be written like this: 𝜆𝑥1 . 𝜆 𝑥2 . 𝑥1 = 𝑥2. With a slight modification we can get
a "conditional duplication", for example a transition (of some SFT where symbols = N)
with a rule 𝜆 𝑖 . 𝑖 > 0 / [𝑖𝑑, 𝑖𝑑] can only be taken for positive integers, and its image can be
defined by predicate 𝜆𝑥1 . 𝜆 𝑥2 . 𝑥1 > 10 ∧ 𝑥1 = 𝑥2.

Both "duplicating" transitions are an example of a SFT transition that lead to a non-regular
image, i.e. to a language that is not C-ESFA representable, because we need to express the
relation between the symbols produced by their output functions. Figure 3.2 shows several
SFT transitions rules that induce either ESFA or C-ESFA representable images/languages.

For the image of an SFT to be generally (even for EBA with infinite set of domain elements)
C-ESFA-representable, and thus regular, the sequence of output functions in a transition
rule must consist of

1. constant functions, i.e. functions that effectively do not depend on their inputs,
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SFT-image class rule rule’s image
ESFA 𝑥 > 0/[𝑥, 𝑥+ 1] (𝑥1 = 𝑥2 + 1)

*ESFA 𝑥 > 0/[𝑥, 𝑥% 2, 5] (𝑥1 > 0 ∧ 𝑥1 % 2 = 𝑥2 ∧ 𝑥3 = 5)
C-ESFA 𝑥 > 0/[𝑖𝑑] (𝑥1 > 0)
C-ESFA 𝑥 > 0/[2] (𝑥1 = 2)
C-ESFA 𝑥 > 0/[𝑥% 3] (0 <= 𝑥1 < 3)
C-ESFA 𝑥 > 0/[𝑥, 4] (𝑥1 = 𝑥, 𝑥2 = 5)

Figure 3.2: SFT transitions rules and predicates describing their image. 𝑥 and 𝑥𝑖 for
some 𝑖 ∈ N are implicit arguments of the predicates and functions. The second rule’s
(marked with *) image can be expressed as three individual C-ESFA predicates, one for
reach possible value of 𝑥% 2.

2. at most one non-constant function, i.e. a function that depends on its input, which
has an infinite image,

3. non-constant functions with a finite image, e.g. % 𝑘 for some 𝑘 ∈ N.

Note that presence of multiple functions with a finite image is possible, given that we
"concretization" the image of each rule into a set of predicates, i.e. create an individual
predicate for all combinations of values produced by the rule’s finite-image-functions. Such
transformation would need to be done whenever SFA-class-expressivity is required, e.g. for
an SFT inversion (the image of an SFT turns into a domain of the inverse SFT), an SFT
composition, and for an application of an SFT onto an SFA.

We conclude the section about SFTs with a statement that SFTs with transitions that
satisfy certain conditions have a C-EFSA/SFA representable image and thus are invertible
and SFA-applicable.

Extended Symbolic Finite Transducers

A further extension of SFTs gives us extended symbolic finite transducers (ESFTs) [7, 6].
Similar to how ESFAs are an extension of SFAs, ESFTs are an extension of SFTs and allow
a tuple/sequence of symbols to be read at a single step. A subclass of ESFTs is again
the class of Cartesian ESFT where the guard predicate must satisfy the same condition as
stated for C-ESFA.

Compositions of two C-ESFTs (and thus, by definition, also ESFTs), is not generally de-
finable even using ESFTs [6](Corollary 2) – and ESFT are not closed under composition
[6](Theorem 10). The composition of two ESFTs in fact requires an intersection of two ES-
FAs, for which their class is not closed under composition as we already said. [6](Theorem
3). An image of C-ESFT is still ESFA-representable.

It is important to note that neither [7] nor any other literature from the same authors
we know of, does not define any class of transducers that would constraint the sequence
of output functions so that their image is C-ESFA-representable, like the constraint on
transitions we showed in the previous section.

It might be worth additional research to find out whether there is a class of transducers
with look-ahead for which their image is C-ESFA-representable, and which would be well
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applicable. Such transducers would allow a bounded swapping of finite set of symbols
thanks to their multi-input, multi-output structure of transitions rules.

Symbolic Transducers

To obtain an unlimited look-back, SFTs can be extended with a finite number of registers
that are able to hold symbols, leading to a symbolic transducer (ST) [13, 6]. Every transition
of an ST is allowed to read and change these registers. Because the set of EBA domain
elements might be infinite, ST ceases to be finite-state because their registers can generate
infinitely many states, thus the name symbolic transducers. Interesting property is that
STs are closed under composition.

It is possible, in some cases, to convert an ST into an ESFT: if each register is always
write-then-read used in at most 𝑘-following transitions for a finite 𝑘. Thanks to STs being
closed under the class of composition, it is possible to effectively compose two ESFTs by
converting them to STs, compose them, and convert the result back to an ESFT.

Branching Symbolic Transducers

Another extension of STs implemented in AutomataDotNet are branching symbolic trans-
ducers (B-STs). Their transitions have one input guard, but two sequences of output
functions and two target states. One pair of an output functions sequence and a target
state is used when the guard predicate holds, while the other pair is used otherwise. If
there is at most one transition from every state in some B-ST, that B-ST is deterministic
by definition.

Simple Symbolic Automata and Transducers

Simple symbolic transducers and automata [5] limit their predicate domain to predicates
represented by sets either in a form 𝜆 𝑐 . 𝑐 ∈ 𝑋 or 𝜆 𝑐 . 𝑐 /∈ 𝑋 for some 𝑋 ∈ 𝐸, where 𝐸
is the set of EBA domain elements. This limitation makes them simple to work with, as
their names suggest, but it is also their biggest downside. The input label of transitions in
SSAs and SSTs is a guard predicate (or epsilon) and the output label of SST transitions is
either a predicate, epsilon or a special "identity marker" – i.e. the output label represents a
function that has either a constant output (output label is a predicate or epsilon) or is an
identity function (output label is a special "identity marker"). It is not possible to specify
more sophisticated transformations . Note that, unlike SFTs and their derivates, the output
label of SSTs represent a transformation of predicate into another predicate. SSTs are not
designed for being applied to words over 𝐸, they are designed for being intersected with
other SSTs or for being applied on SFAs.
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3.4 Restricted Symbolic Finite Transducer

In the previous section, we explored many existing concepts of symbolic transducers. We
know propose a set of transducer features that are vital for us, and propose a new design
of symbolic transducer.

3.4.1 Desired Properties

As demonstrated in Chapter 3, it is necessary to take a sophisticated approach to construc-
tion of symbolic transducers, so that they fully exploit the practical benefits of EBA as the
SFAs do. We now present the desired properties of our transducer:

1. it can be intersected with a SFA and applied on an SFA,
2. it allows for a concise representation of non-trivial symbolic input/output (transduc-

tion) relation,
3. can be effectively and efficiently inverted,
4. works with both finite and infinite algebra domains.

These requirements stem from the design of our program analysis. For simplicity, we now
stay in the context of automatons and transducers – we will elaborate on the reasons of
these needs in the next chapter.

SFTs and their derivates presented in the previous section do not fit those requirements, as
their output labels would need to be restricted in order for them to always have an inverse.
Moreover, their output functions are defined on individual symbols, which showed to be
problematic when operations like inversion and compositions come to play – an application
of output function on a predicate is only possible piece-wise, by enumerating all symbols
the predicate represents and applying the function on them. SSTs, on the one hand, solve
this problem, on the other hand, they miss the flexibility of SFTs to use any EBA and to
specify arbitrary output transformations for transitions.

To meet the desired properties, we propose a new form of transducer, a restricted symbolic
finite transducer (RSFT). RSFTs are similar to SFTs [13, 7] described in Section 3.3, with
the following main differences:

1. SFT’s transition rule contains a sequence of 𝜆-terms representing its output [13] (Def-
inition 2) [7] (Section 4, they are called function terms) – an example of 𝜆-term:
𝜆𝑥 . [𝑥, 𝑥]; RSFT’s transition rule contains exactly one update (to be defined later,
not to be confused with ST registry updates [13, 7], see Section 3.3).

2. SFT’s output 𝜆-term is effectively a function over characters; an RSFT’s update is
effectively a function over predicates.

3. RSFT allows for both forward and backward/inverse application of updates

Note that, we do not think of RSFT as a machine reading input tape char-by-char and
(optionally) writing characters on another tape. If anything, it would be a machine reading
predicates on one tape and (optionally) emitting them on the other one - as it is primarily
designed for being applied on-to an SFA or restricted by some SFA, not for translating one
word to another. Nevertheless, one can (i) project an input sequence of Boolean algebra
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domain elements into a sequence of singleton predicates over the domain, (ii) obtain a
transduced sequence of predicates (iii) enumerate all domain elements sequences that satisfy
the sequence of predicates from second step.

3.4.2 RSFT Definition

A rule 𝜙/𝑓 in an RSFT is a tuple of input predicate 𝜙 over RSFT’s input EBA called
guard, and an update 𝑓 representing a transformation between predicates. A transducer
move (transition) from some state 𝑞1 to state 𝑞2 with a rule 𝜙/𝑓 is denoted as 𝑞1

𝜙/𝑓−−→ 𝑞2.
𝑈 is a set of updates – which we discuss later on – and 𝑅 ⊆ Φ𝜀 × 𝑈 is a set of rules.

A restricted symbolic finite (state) transducer (RSFT) is a tuple 𝑇 = (𝑄,𝒜𝐼 ,𝒜𝑂,∆, 𝑞0, 𝐹 )
where:

∙ 𝑄 is a finite set of states,
∙ 𝒜𝑖𝑛 is an EBA over a set of predicates Φ with 𝐷𝑜𝑚𝑎𝑖𝑛𝐸𝑙𝑒𝑚𝑒𝑛𝑡𝑠(𝒜𝑖𝑛) = Σ,
∙ 𝒜𝑜𝑢𝑡 is an EBA over a set of predicates Ψ with 𝐷𝑜𝑚𝑎𝑖𝑛𝐸𝑙𝑒𝑚𝑒𝑛𝑡𝑠(𝒜𝑜𝑢𝑡) = Ω,
∙ ∆ is a finite set of moves/transitions: ∆ ⊆ 𝑄×𝑅×𝑄
∙ 𝑞0 ∈ 𝑄 is an initial state,
∙ 𝐹 ⊆ 𝑄 is a set of final states,

Moreover, the set of transitions can be interpreted as the following transition function:

∙ partial function 𝛿 : 𝑄× Φ𝜀 → 2Ψ𝜀×𝑄

Note that implementation of ST in AutomataDotNet (see AutomataDotNet and also current
implementation of RSFT in in Asma (see ASMA) share the same algebra for input and
output.

3.4.3 Update

An Update represents a transformation between input predicates and output predicates,
which compactly encodes a binary relation between elements of the input algebra domain
with epsilon and elements of the output algebra domain with epsilon.

Update Kinds

There are four kinds of updates:

1. identity update: the output is a predicate equal to the input predicate (only possible
if input and output EBA are the same),

2. epsilon update (also called erasure update): the output is 𝜀, the epsilon update itself
is also denoted as 𝜀 when the context is clear

3. constant update: the output is a predicate that does not depend on its argument, i.e.
a constant;
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4. functional update (also called expression update or lambda update): the output is
defined by some partial function which is generally not a trivial constant or an identity,
e.g. a conversion of letters to their lower-case versions.

Note that, in practice, we only need to known whether an update is an epsilon update or
some other kind of update. For example, one can represent epsilon updates as nulls in
implementation. It also obvious, that there is exactly one identity and one epsilon update
(for each pair of input/output algebras, if we maintain strict typing).

Representation of Updates

There are two primary concerns regarding the usability of updates: efficiency of the rep-
resentation and invertibility. Implementing an update as relation, i.e. as a list of pairs
that are related is (i) highly inefficient in practice and (ii) not possible for infinite algebra
domains.

A naive approach is to implement it using a anonymous partial function over predicates (in
fact, a kind of lambda expression).

For identity and epsilon updates that is straightforward, they could be implemented by
functions named (for convenience) id and eps, respectively:

∙ id(𝜙)→ 𝜙

∙ eps(𝜙)→ 𝜀

Function const_ascii_a is an example of constant update representation. For any input
predicate 𝜙 it always returns a predicate that holds for a character ’a’:

∙ const_ascii_a(𝜙)→ 𝜆 𝑐 . 𝑐 = ’a’

Now, let us explore a few examples of functional updates. Function func_to_lower defines
an update that converts all upper-case characters to their lower-case variants using a hy-
pothetical function 𝑇𝑜𝐿𝑜𝑤𝑒𝑟𝐶𝑎𝑠𝑒 which converts all letters of English alphabet into their
lower-case version.

∙ func_to_lower(𝜙)→ 𝜆 𝑐 . ∃𝑒 ∈ 𝜙 | 𝑇𝑜𝐿𝑜𝑤𝑒𝑟𝐶𝑎𝑠𝑒(𝑒) = 𝑐

Functions const_int_positive and func_int_plus_one are examples of functions that
represent updates over (infinite set of) integers. The first one returns a predicate which
holds for all positive integers. The second update, implemented by func_int_plus_one,
could be called a "predicate shift".

∙ const_int_positive(𝜙)→ 𝜆𝛼 . 𝛼 > 0

∙ func_int_plus_one(𝜙)→ 𝜆𝛼 . 𝜙(𝛼− 1) which means that for any predicate 𝜙,
[[func_int_plus_one(𝜙)]] = {𝑖+ 1 | 𝑖 ∈ [[𝜙]]}
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This naive approach si however not sufficient. One the desired transducer properties –
invertibility – transitively relies on invertibility of updates. The problem is, inversion of
an update implemented as a partial function over predicates would be very hard to create
algorithmically.

Hence the recommanded approach (and one used in our software library/tool) is to imple-
ment update as a pair of partial functions - one for forward transformation and second for
backward/inverse transformation. An inversion of update then amounts to swapping the
forward and backward transformation functions.

For identity update, an inverse is again an identity update, which means partial function id
presented earlier can be used as both forward and backward transformation, interchange-
ably. Identity update should then be implemented as a pair of id functions.

Inversion of any constant update – where, by the logic of binary relations, all input domain
elements, and also epsilon, are in relation with a set of output domain elements representing
the constant output predicate – is a constant update that is either not defined for some input
or its output is ⊤, the predicate which denotes all (input) domain elements. Note that we
"omit" epsilon from the inversion’s output – as a predicate can not represent epsilon in the
same time – and handle the cases where epsilon is used with constant update in a specific
way. The same logic for inversion applies to epsilon update – its inverse is only defined for
𝜀-input and the output is then again the ⊤ predicate of the input algebra.

From now on, for an update called 𝑓 :

∙ 𝑓 is implicitly implemented by a pair of functions called f_fwd, f_inv, which represent
its forward and inverse predicate transformations, respectively,

∙ we can let 𝑓 represent the forward transformation function of the update directly
and let 𝑓−1 represent its inverse transformation function, with syntax 𝑓(), 𝑓−1(),
respectively.

The following are examples of identity, epsilon and constant updates created by the recom-
manded approach.

∙ identity update, called 𝐼𝑑𝑒𝑛𝑡𝑖𝑡𝑦, is defined/implemented by
Identity_fwd(𝜙)→ 𝜙

Identity_inv(𝜙)→ 𝜙

∙ epsilon update, called 𝐸𝑝𝑠𝑖𝑙𝑜𝑛, is defined by
Epsilon_fwd(𝜙)→ 𝜀

Epsilon_inv(𝜙)→ ⊤𝐼𝑛𝑝𝑢𝑡𝐴𝑙𝑔𝑒𝑏𝑟𝑎

∙ any constant update 𝑐𝑜𝑛𝑠𝑡_𝑤ℎ𝑎𝑡𝑒𝑣𝑒𝑟, is defined
const_whatever_fwd(𝜙)→ some constant
const_whatever_inv(𝜙)→ ⊤𝐼𝑛𝑝𝑢𝑡𝐴𝑙𝑔𝑒𝑏𝑟𝑎

Now, we will explore some more complex update example, with various functional updates.
We will start with inversion of the already presented "to lower" update. The hypothetical
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function 𝑇𝑜𝐿𝑜𝑤𝑒𝑟𝐶𝑎𝑠𝑒, which converts all letters of English alphabet into their lower-case
version, has its opposite hypothetical function 𝑇𝑜𝑈𝑝𝑝𝑒𝑟𝐶𝑎𝑠𝑒. The forward transformation
maps the two variants of a single letter to the lower-case variant, then intuitively the inverse
transformation than must map each lower-case letter to a set of itself and its upper-case
variant.

∙ ToLower_fwd(𝜙)→ 𝜆 𝑐 . ∃𝑒 ∈ 𝜙 | 𝑇𝑜𝐿𝑜𝑤𝑒𝑟𝐶𝑎𝑠𝑒(𝑒) = 𝑐

∙ ToLower_inv(𝜙)→ 𝜆 𝑐 . ∃𝑒 ∈ 𝜙 | 𝑇𝑜𝑈𝑝𝑝𝑒𝑟𝐶𝑎𝑠𝑒(𝑒) = 𝑐 ∨ 𝑒 = 𝑐
or
ToLower_inv(𝜙)→ 𝜆 𝑐 . (∃𝑒 ∈ 𝜙 | 𝑇𝑜𝑈𝑝𝑝𝑒𝑟𝐶𝑎𝑠𝑒(𝑒) = 𝑐) ∨ 𝜙(𝑐)

As another example, let us use the "predicate shift" update represented by function
func_int_plus_one from the naive implementation examples – then an update called
𝑃𝑙𝑢𝑠𝑂𝑛𝑒 is represented by a pair of functions

∙ PlusOne_fwd(𝜙)→ 𝜆𝛼 . 𝜙(𝛼− 1)

∙ PlusOne_inv(𝜙)→ 𝜆𝛼 . 𝜙(𝛼+ 1)

Finally, an example of the "to lower" update 𝑇𝑜𝐿𝑜𝑤𝑒𝑟𝐴𝑆𝐶𝐼𝐼 implemented for the ASCII
7-bit character set, where the numeric representation of upper-case and lower-case charac-
ters are shifted by 25 = 32.

∙ ToLowerASCII_fwd(𝜙)→
𝜆 𝑐 . (((𝑐 ≥ ’A’ ∧ 𝑐 ≤ ’Z’) ∧ 𝜙(𝑐+ 32)) ∨ (¬(𝑐 ≥ ’A’ ∧ 𝑐 ≤ ’Z’) ∧ 𝜙(𝑐)))

∙ ToLowerASCII_inv(𝜙)→
𝜆 𝑐 . (((𝑐 ≥ ’a’ ∧ 𝑐 ≤ ’z’) ∧ 𝜙(𝑐− 32)) ∨ 𝜙(𝑐))

3.4.4 Semantics of Rules and Operations on Rules

We first introduces the necessary symbols and semantics:

∙ 𝒜Φ, 𝒜Ψ, 𝒜Θ denote three EBAs over their respective sets of predicates Φ, Ψ, Θ,
∙ 𝜙 denotes a predicate, 𝜙 ∈ Φ,
∙ 𝜓 denotes a predicate, 𝜓 ∈ Ψ,
∙ 𝑓 denotes an update 𝑓 representing a predicate transformation Φ𝜀 → Ψ𝜀,
∙ 𝑔 denotes an update 𝑔 representing a predicate transformation Ψ𝜀 → Θ𝜀,
∙ 𝑎 denotes a rule 𝜙 / 𝑓
∙ 𝑏 denotes a rule 𝜓 / 𝑔
∙ for 𝐷𝑜𝑚𝑎𝑖𝑛𝐸𝑙𝑒𝑚𝑒𝑛𝑡𝑠(𝒜Φ)→ Σ, 𝐸𝑙𝑒𝑚𝑒𝑛𝑡𝑇𝑜𝑃𝑟𝑒𝑑𝑖𝑐𝑎𝑡𝑒𝒜Φ

(Σ)→ Φ is a function that
takes a domain element from Σ and creates a singleton predicate of algebra 𝒜Φ

∙ 𝐺𝑢𝑎𝑟𝑑 denotes a function that extracts guard predicate from a rule
∙ 𝑈𝑝𝑑𝑎𝑡𝑒 denotes a function that extracts update from a rule
∙ [...] denotes a predicate over a character set, specified by a regex character group1

1called RE Bracket expression in POSIX https://pubs.opengroup.org/onlinepubs/9699919799/
basedefs/V1_chap09.html#tag_09_03_05 and character group (one of character classes) in .NET
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/dotnet/standard/base-types/character-classes-in-regular-
expressions#PositiveGroup
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Illegal Rules An update that is part of a rule must be always paired with an appro-
priate guard so that [[𝐺𝑢𝑎𝑟𝑑(𝑟)]] ⊆ [[

⋁︀
dom(𝑈𝑝𝑑𝑎𝑡𝑒(𝑟))]] or alternatively 𝐺𝑢𝑎𝑟𝑑(𝑟) =⇒⋁︀

dom(𝑈𝑝𝑑𝑎𝑡𝑒(𝑟)). Only a constant update or epsilon update may be a part of rule with
an epsilon guard. All other rules are illegal.

Rule Kinds

Rules can be categorized into four groups, based on whether their guard or update is or is
not epsilon, this division will be necessary especially for rule composition:

∙ rewriting rule - non-𝜀 guard + non-𝜀 update
∙ generating rule - 𝜀 guard + non-𝜀 update
∙ erasing rule - non-𝜀 guard + 𝜀 update
∙ epsilon rule (or just 𝜀) - 𝜀 guard + 𝜀 update

Epsilon Rule A transducer move with epsilon rule is epsilon move, with semantics equiv-
alent to that of classical finite transducer.

Rule Application

A rule application is a composition of rule and a predicate that forms a new predicate
that occurs during an application of transducer on an automaton. Before we apply a rule
𝑟 on a predicate 𝑝 we first create a conjunction of the predicate 𝑝 and the rule’s guard
𝑟.𝑔. If the conjunction satisfiable, the rule can be applied, formally: 𝐼𝑠𝐴𝑝𝑝𝑙𝑖𝑐𝑎𝑏𝑙𝑒(𝑟, 𝑝) =
𝐼𝑠𝑆𝑎𝑡(𝑟.𝑔 ∧ 𝑝). The result of the rule application is then the result of applying the rule’s
update 𝑟.𝑢 on the conjunction from the previous step, 𝐴𝑝𝑝𝑙𝑦(𝑟, 𝑝) = 𝑟.𝑢(𝑟.𝑔. ∧ 𝑝).

By definition, the result of rule application of one predicate is always exactly one predicate
or epsilon. We leave without a proof that applying an RSFT on an SFA gives again an
SFA. An example of an RSFT being applied on an SFA is showed in Figure 3.3.

Rule Inversion

Inversion of (non-epsilon) rule 𝑎: 𝜙 / 𝑓 is defined as:

∙ if 𝜙 ̸= 𝜀 the inverse is 𝑎−1: 𝑓(𝜙) / 𝑟𝑒𝑠𝑡𝑟𝑖𝑐𝑡𝑒𝑑𝐼𝑛𝑣𝑒𝑟𝑡𝑒𝑑𝑈𝑝𝑑𝑎𝑡𝑒

the 𝑟𝑒𝑠𝑡𝑟𝑖𝑐𝑡𝑒𝑑𝐼𝑛𝑣𝑒𝑟𝑡𝑒𝑑𝑈𝑝𝑑𝑎𝑡𝑒 is defined by functions
fwd: 𝜆𝛼 . 𝑓−1(𝛼) ∧ 𝜙
inv = 𝑓

∙ if 𝜙 = 𝜀 the inverse is 𝑎−1: 𝑓(𝜀) / 𝜀

The construction is based on the intuition that

1. 𝑓(𝜙) is effectively the largest predicate the original rule’s application can produce (all
are ⊆ [[𝑓(𝜙)]]), making it the best fit for the guard of the inverse rule,
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 π([d] ∧ [d])

 π([c] ∧ [b,c])

Figure 3.3: An example of the application of an SFT onto an SFA. This example is based
on Figure 2.7 which depicts an application of FT onto an FA, with the difference of symbols
being substituted with adequate predicates and updates. The four parts of the figure are,
in order, the source automaton, the transducer, the intermediate automaton and the final
automaton. The predicates are represented using regex character groups/classes. The
dotted lines symbolize the connection between the source states and the resulting states of
the product-based application operation.

2. the output of the inverse update 𝑓−1 might be larger (for some inputs) then the
original guard predicate 𝜙, so it needs to be restricted – that is especially true for
constant updates, where 𝑓−1(𝛼) = 𝜆𝛼 .⊤,

3. if the original guard was 𝜀 the original rule is a generating rule – the inversion then
must be an erasing rule.

Note that the update restriction necessitates that any implementation supporting (precise)
rule inversion must be able to create such restricted updates "on the fly".

Examples of Rule Inversion and Application

Before showing some examples let us define a set of updates to be used later:
update 𝑇𝑜𝐿𝑜𝑤𝑒𝑟 from previous section
update 𝑇𝑜𝑈𝑝𝑝𝑒𝑟 : {(’a’, ’A’), (’b’, ’B’) . . . (’z’, ’Z’), (’A’, ’A’) . . . (’Z’, ’Z’)}
update 𝐸𝑝𝑠𝑖𝑙𝑜𝑛(𝜙) : 𝜆𝛼 . 𝜀 (can be interchanged for just 𝜀)
update 𝐶𝑜𝑛𝑠𝑡𝑋(𝜙) : 𝜆𝛼 . [X]
update 𝐶𝑜𝑛𝑠𝑡𝑇𝑜𝑝(𝜙) : 𝜆𝛼 .⊤
update 𝐶𝑜𝑛𝑠𝑡𝐵𝑜𝑡(𝜙) : 𝜆𝛼 .⊥
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Example – application of rule on a predicate:
predicate [cdg]
rule [a-z] /𝑇𝑜𝑈𝑝𝑝𝑒𝑟
applicable 𝐼𝑠𝑆𝑎𝑡([cdg] ∧ [a-z]) = 𝐼𝑠𝑆𝑎𝑡([cdg]) = true
result 𝑇𝑜𝑈𝑝𝑝𝑒𝑟([cdg]) = [CDG]

In the following examples, we simplify the inverted rule’s update to it’s forward transfor-
mation function (as its inverse transformation function is trivially equivalent to the forward
transformation of the original update).

Example – inversion of rewriting rule 𝑟𝑎 with a functional update 𝑇𝑜𝑈𝑝𝑝𝑒𝑟 (defined by
relation for simplicity), the result is another rewiring rule with functional update:

rule 𝑟𝑎 : [a-z]
⧸︀
𝑇𝑜𝑈𝑝𝑝𝑒𝑟

rule 𝑟𝑎−1: 𝑇𝑜𝑈𝑝𝑝𝑒𝑟([a-z])
⧸︀
𝜆𝛼 . 𝑇𝑜𝑈𝑝𝑝𝑒𝑟−1(𝛼) ∧ [a-z]

rule 𝑟𝑎−1: [A-Z]
⧸︀
𝜆𝛼 . 𝑇𝑜𝑈𝑝𝑝𝑒𝑟−1(𝛼) ∧ [a-z]

Example – inversion of rewriting rule 𝑟𝑏 with constant update 𝐶𝑜𝑛𝑠𝑡𝑋, the result is another
rewriting rule with constant update:

rule 𝑟𝑏 : [a-z]
⧸︀
𝐶𝑜𝑛𝑠𝑡𝑋

rule 𝑟𝑏−1: 𝐶𝑜𝑛𝑠𝑡𝑋([a-z])
⧸︀
𝜆𝛼 .𝐶𝑜𝑛𝑠𝑡𝑋−1(𝛼) ∧ [a-z]

rule 𝑟𝑏−1: [X]
⧸︀
𝜆𝛼 .⊤ ∧ [a-z]

rule 𝑟𝑏−1: [X]
⧸︀
𝜆𝛼 . [a-z]

Example – inversion of generating rule 𝑟𝑐 with constant update 𝐶𝑜𝑛𝑠𝑡𝑋, the result is an
erasing rule:

rule 𝑟𝑐 : 𝜀
⧸︀
𝐶𝑜𝑛𝑠𝑡𝑋

rule 𝑟𝑐−1: 𝐶𝑜𝑛𝑠𝑡𝑋(𝜀)
⧸︀
𝜀

rule 𝑟𝑐−1: [X]
⧸︀
𝜀

Example – inversion of erasing rule 𝑟𝑑, the result is a generating rule:
rule 𝑟𝑑 : [a-z]

⧸︀
𝐸𝑝𝑠𝑖𝑙𝑜𝑛

rule 𝑟𝑑−1: 𝐸𝑝𝑠𝑖𝑙𝑜𝑛([a-z])
⧸︀
𝜆𝛼 .𝐸𝑝𝑠𝑖𝑙𝑜𝑛−1(𝛼) ∧ [a-z]

rule 𝑟𝑑−1: 𝜀
⧸︀
𝜆𝛼 .⊤ ∧ [a-z]

rule 𝑟𝑑−1: 𝜀
⧸︀
𝜆𝛼 . [a-z]

Note that during inversion, we simplified the update expressions of rules if they contained
constant and epsilon updates. While this might not be always possible, we presume it
is possible if (i) either the "update algebra" supports generic sub-expression simplification
(ii) or if we can distinguish constant/epsilon update, extract its constant output, make a
conjunction and create a new constant update.

Rule Composition

Rule composition is required during composition of two transducers.

The following table summarizes possible compositions of a rules 𝑎 with a rule 𝑏 of some
transducers 𝑇𝑎 respective 𝑇𝑏. The composed rule has the semantics equivalent to using rule
𝑎 of 𝑇𝑎 and then processing its output by rule 𝑏 of transducer 𝑇𝑏.
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Symbol ∅ means that the respective transducer is not making any move during that com-
position. R = rewriting rule, G = generating rule, E = erasing rule. Symbol × means
composition is never possible.

𝑎∖𝑏 ∅ R G E
∅ × × G: 𝑏 ×
R × R: 𝑏 ∘ 𝑎 ⇐⇒ 𝐼𝑠𝑆𝑎𝑡(𝑓(𝜙) ∧ 𝜓) × E: 𝑏 ∘ 𝑎 ⇐⇒ 𝐼𝑠𝑆𝑎𝑡(𝑓(𝜙) ∧ 𝜓)

G × G: 𝑏 ∘ 𝑎 ⇐⇒ 𝐼𝑠𝑆𝑎𝑡(𝑓(𝜀) ∧ 𝜓) × 𝜀: 𝑏 ∘ 𝑎 ⇐⇒ 𝐼𝑠𝑆𝑎𝑡(𝑓(𝜀) ∧ 𝜓)

E E: 𝑎 × × ×

Then, composition2 𝑎𝑏 = 𝑏∘𝑎 of a rewriting rule 𝑎 and rewriting or erasing rule 𝑏, 𝑎 : 𝜙 / 𝑓 ,
𝑏 : 𝜓 / 𝑔 is defined as a rule:

∙ 𝑎𝑏: 𝜆𝛼 . 𝜙(𝛼) ∧ (∃𝑐 | 𝜓(𝑐) ∧ 𝑓(𝐸𝑙𝑒𝑚𝑒𝑛𝑡𝑇𝑜𝑃𝑟𝑒𝑑𝑖𝑐𝑎𝑡𝑒(𝛼))(𝑐)) / 𝑔(𝑓)

Note that, that 𝑓(𝐸𝑙𝑒𝑚𝑒𝑛𝑡𝑇𝑜𝑃𝑟𝑒𝑑𝑖𝑐𝑎𝑡𝑒(𝛼)) is only guaranteed to be defined when 𝜙(𝑎) =
true, as 𝑓 is only required to be defined for 𝜙 and any predicates 𝑝 such that 𝜙 =⇒ 𝑝.

One can see, that a piece-wise construction of the composed guard, and also the use of
existential quantifier is not something constructible only with the operations provided by
the EBA. However, given that we have 𝑓−1 and 𝜓 is known, we can make an alternative,
much simpler definition composed of predicates, update applications and conjunctions:

∙ 𝑎𝑏: 𝜙 ∧ 𝑓−1(𝑓(𝜙) ∧ 𝜓)
⧸︀
𝑔(𝑓) ⇐⇒ 𝐼𝑠𝑆𝑎𝑡(𝑓(𝜙) ∧ 𝜓)

the update 𝑔(𝑓) is defined by functions
fwd: 𝜆𝛼 . 𝑔(𝑓(𝛼))

inv: 𝜆𝛼 . 𝑓−1(𝑔−1(𝛼) ∧ 𝑓(𝜙))

Moreover, the resulting guard expression might get simplified down to a single elementary
predicate, at least for EBAs that can always simplify predicates over conjunctions (true for
predicates/EBAs based on sets, e.g. BDDs).

And a composition 𝑎𝑏 = 𝑏 ∘ 𝑎 of a generating rule 𝑎 and rewriting or erasing rule 𝑏,
𝑎 : 𝜙 / 𝑓 , 𝑏 : 𝜓 / 𝑔 is defined as a rule:

∙ 𝑎𝑏: 𝜀 / 𝑔(𝑓) ⇐⇒ 𝐼𝑠𝑆𝑎𝑡(𝑓(𝜀) ∧ 𝜓)

the update 𝑔(𝑓) is defined by functions
fwd: 𝜆𝛼 . 𝑔(𝑓(𝛼))

inv: 𝜆𝛼 . 𝑓−1(𝑔−1(𝛼) ∧ 𝑓(𝜀))

2Remember, that updates represent a function (in fact a pair of them) that transform predicates into
other predicates, and predicates are Boolean-valued functions defined on the set of EBA domain elements,
i.e. update is a higher-order function.
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Examples of Rule Composition

Now, let us demonstrate a composition of rules. We will use the source rules from the
following list:

rule 𝑟𝑎 : [a-z]
⧸︀
𝑇𝑜𝑈𝑝𝑝𝑒𝑟

rule 𝑟𝑏 : [a-z]
⧸︀
𝐶𝑜𝑛𝑠𝑡𝑋

rule 𝑟𝑏−1: [X]
⧸︀
𝜆𝛼 . [a-z]

rule 𝑟𝑐 : 𝜀
⧸︀
𝐶𝑜𝑛𝑠𝑡𝑋

rule 𝑟𝑐−1: [X]
⧸︀
𝐸𝑝𝑠𝑖𝑙𝑜𝑛

Example – composition of the generating rule 𝑟𝑐 with the erasing rule 𝑟𝑐−1, the result is
epsilon rule:

rule 𝑟𝑐𝑐−1: 𝜀
⧸︀
𝐸𝑝𝑠𝑖𝑙𝑜𝑛(𝐶𝑜𝑛𝑠𝑡𝑋) ⇐⇒ 𝐼𝑠𝑆𝑎𝑡(𝐶𝑜𝑛𝑠𝑡𝑋(𝜀) ∧ [X])

rule 𝑟𝑐𝑐−1: 𝜀
⧸︀
𝐸𝑝𝑠𝑖𝑙𝑜𝑛 ⇐⇒ 𝐼𝑠𝑆𝑎𝑡([X] ∧ [X])

rule 𝑟𝑐𝑐−1: 𝜀
⧸︀
𝐸𝑝𝑠𝑖𝑙𝑜𝑛 ⇐⇒ 𝐼𝑠𝑆𝑎𝑡([X])

rule 𝑟𝑐𝑐−1: 𝜀
⧸︀
𝐸𝑝𝑠𝑖𝑙𝑜𝑛

Example – composition of the rewriting rule 𝑟𝑎 with the rewriting rule 𝑟𝑏, cannot be created:
rule 𝑟𝑎𝑏: [a-z] ∧ 𝑇𝑜𝑈𝑝𝑝𝑒𝑟−1(𝑇𝑜𝑈𝑝𝑝𝑒𝑟([a-z]) ∧ [a-z])

⧸︀
𝐶𝑜𝑛𝑠𝑡𝑋(𝑇𝑜𝑈𝑝𝑝𝑒𝑟)

⇐⇒ 𝐼𝑠𝑆𝑎𝑡(𝑇𝑜𝑈𝑝𝑝𝑒𝑟([a-z]) ∧ [a-z])
rule 𝑟𝑎𝑏: [a-z] ∧ 𝑇𝑜𝑈𝑝𝑝𝑒𝑟−1([A-Z] ∧ [a-z])

⧸︀
𝐶𝑜𝑛𝑠𝑡𝑋(𝑇𝑜𝑈𝑝𝑝𝑒𝑟)

⇐⇒ 𝐼𝑠𝑆𝑎𝑡([A-Z] ∧ [a-z])
rule 𝑟𝑎𝑏: [a-z] ∧ 𝑇𝑜𝑈𝑝𝑝𝑒𝑟−1(⊥)

⧸︀
𝐶𝑜𝑛𝑠𝑡𝑋(𝑇𝑜𝑈𝑝𝑝𝑒𝑟)

⇐⇒ 𝐼𝑠𝑆𝑎𝑡(⊥)
rule 𝑟𝑎𝑏: can not be created false = 𝐼𝑠𝑆𝑎𝑡(⊥)

Example – composition of the rewriting rule 𝑟𝑎 with the erasing rule 𝑟𝑐−1, the result is an
erasing rule:

rule 𝑟𝑎𝑐−1: [a-z] ∧ 𝑇𝑜𝑈𝑝𝑝𝑒𝑟−1(𝑇𝑜𝑈𝑝𝑝𝑒𝑟([a-z]) ∧ [X])
⧸︀
𝐸𝑝𝑠𝑖𝑙𝑜𝑛(𝑇𝑜𝑈𝑝𝑝𝑒𝑟)

⇐⇒ 𝐼𝑠𝑆𝑎𝑡(𝑇𝑜𝑈𝑝𝑝𝑒𝑟([a-z]) ∧ [X])
rule 𝑟𝑎𝑐−1: [a-z] ∧ 𝑇𝑜𝑈𝑝𝑝𝑒𝑟−1([A-Z] ∧ [X])

⧸︀
𝐸𝑝𝑠𝑖𝑙𝑜𝑛

⇐⇒ 𝐼𝑠𝑆𝑎𝑡([A-Z] ∧ [X])
rule 𝑟𝑎𝑐−1: [a-z] ∧ 𝑇𝑜𝑈𝑝𝑝𝑒𝑟−1([X])

⧸︀
𝐸𝑝𝑠𝑖𝑙𝑜𝑛

⇐⇒ 𝐼𝑠𝑆𝑎𝑡([X])
rule 𝑟𝑎𝑐−1: [a-z] ∧ [xX]

⧸︀
𝐸𝑝𝑠𝑖𝑙𝑜𝑛

rule 𝑟𝑎𝑐−1: [x]
⧸︀
𝐸𝑝𝑠𝑖𝑙𝑜𝑛

Example – composition of the rewriting rule 𝑟𝑎 with the rewriting rule 𝑟𝑏−1 with constant
update, the result is a rewriting rule with a constant update:

rule 𝑟𝑎𝑏−1: [a-z] ∧ 𝑇𝑜𝑈𝑝𝑝𝑒𝑟−1(𝑇𝑜𝑈𝑝𝑝𝑒𝑟([a-z]) ∧ [X])
⧸︀
𝐶𝑜𝑛𝑠𝑡𝑋(𝑇𝑜𝑈𝑝𝑝𝑒𝑟)

⇐⇒ 𝐼𝑠𝑆𝑎𝑡(𝑇𝑜𝑈𝑝𝑝𝑒𝑟([a-z]) ∧ [X])
rule 𝑟𝑎𝑏−1: [a-z] ∧ 𝑇𝑜𝑈𝑝𝑝𝑒𝑟−1([A-Z] ∧ [X])

⧸︀
𝐶𝑜𝑛𝑠𝑡𝑋

⇐⇒ 𝐼𝑠𝑆𝑎𝑡([A-Z] ∧ [X])
rule 𝑟𝑎𝑏−1: [a-z] ∧ 𝑇𝑜𝑈𝑝𝑝𝑒𝑟−1([X])

⧸︀
𝐶𝑜𝑛𝑠𝑡𝑋

⇐⇒ 𝐼𝑠𝑆𝑎𝑡([X])
rule 𝑟𝑎𝑏−1: [a-z] ∧ [xX]

⧸︀
𝐶𝑜𝑛𝑠𝑡𝑋

rule 𝑟𝑎𝑏−1: [x]
⧸︀
𝐶𝑜𝑛𝑠𝑡𝑋
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Chapter 4

Analysis of String Manipulating
Programs

Our analysis is based on regular model checking with acceleration using predicate abstrac-
tion.

We first introduce regular model checking and its variant, abstract regular model checking.
We then discuss the application of this techniques for analysis of string manipulating (and
other) programs, comparing our proposed analysis with the existing tool called STRANGER
[15, 14]. The chapter then continues with a description of basic program operations sup-
ported by our analysis and other important components.

4.1 Regular Model Checking

Model checking is an automated software verification method that checks whether a system
satisfies certain conditions based on a systematic exploration of its state space [9].

One of the major problems of using model checking on practical problems is the state space
explosion. It stems from the (usually) exponential dependency between the size of the
system and the number of the reachable configurations ("configuration of a system" is a
term comparable to "a state of a program"; we choose configuration to disambiguate from
state of an automaton). Different approaches how to cope with this problem give birth to
various flavours of model checking, some even extending model checking to systems with a
possibly infinite state space.

Some of the best-known approaches to combat the state-space explosion are compression of
the state space using binary design diagrams, where sets of configurations are represented
by one BDD, various state-space reductions, such as partial-order or symmetry reduction,
and various abstractions, especially predicate abstraction.

The important feature of abstraction in model checking is the counterexample-guided ab-
straction refinement (CEGAR) loop. The idea is simple: the abstraction is constructed
automatically and refined gradually on-demand, when it is necessary to exclude artificial
(spurious) counterexamples arising from a too coarse abstraction.
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The already mentioned use of BDDs can be viewed as an example of a broader class of
so-called symbolic model checking approaches. These approaches use a suitable formalism
– e.g., BDDs, formulae of various logics, various kinds of automata and grammars – to
represent sets of configurations instead of handling each configurations separately. Since
many of the formalism can finitely represent even infinite sets of configurations, these
approaches can be used to handle infinite-state systems too.

Regular model checking (RMC) is then a special case of symbolic model checking based on
automata to represent possibly infinite sets of reachable configurations of the system. It is
designed for systems with linear configurations (i.e. it is appropriate, e.g. for string ma-
nipulating programs) or those that can be suitable encoded into a linear configurations. A
single/concrete configuration of a system then represents a word accepted by an automaton
– and an automaton defines a set of states it accepts, hence set of configurations.

Abstract Regular Model Checking

Abstract regular model checking (ARMC) [3] further extends the scope of systems that
can be analysed using model checking. It uses abstraction as a means of acceleration of
the analysis i.e. to speed up the exploration of the reachable states. For some systems,
e.g. infinite-state systems, systems with unbounded inputs, an analysis would never reach
a fix-point without an acceleration.

The acceleration by abstraction works by transforming an automaton 𝑀 into an automaton
𝑀 ′ such that 𝑀 ⊆ 𝑀 , i.e. it over-approximates sets of reachable configurations. The
abstraction might be too coarse, yielding spurious counterexamples during the analysis, if
it introduces configurations that would not be truly reachable in the system. To combat
these false alarms, the abstraction should provide a way for being refined so that the same
spurious counterexamples are not encountered again. We follow the proposal from [3] and
combine ARMC with the above-mentioned CEGAR loop.

Predicate Abstraction There are various abstraction techniques, we use so-called pred-
icate abstraction, which is based on collapsing these states, that belong to the same equiva-
lence class, with the equivalence class of a given state being defined by the set of predicate-
automatons that intersects the forward/backward state language of that state.

4.2 From ARMC to Program Analysis

Encoding all information about a particular modelled problem/system – when the system
is a program with multiple variables of possibly different types/formats – into a single word
might be possible, but likely highly unpractical, if only because of complex development
and debugging of analysis with such encoding.

Instead, we choose to represent a set of concrete program/system configurations as a tuple
consisting of (i) a mapping of program variables onto (symbolic) automata – each automa-
ton represents a set of possible configurations of the particular program variable, (ii) control
information of the program, like next-step program location, in an appropriate format – all
concrete program configurations represented by this tuple share the identical control infor-
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mation, (iii) other information, e.g. various relations between the variables of the program.
We call such a tuple a symbolic program configuration or just symbolic configuration.

Entailment checking in classical ARMC is done in the domain of automata and amounts to
checking whether one automaton is a subset of the other one. For symbolic configuration,
entailment checking first checks the control information for equality and then piecewise
tests the automata-representations of variables for being subsets of each other. If a single
pair of variables fails this is-subset test, the entailment check also fails.

4.2.1 Comparison of STRANGER and our Analysis

STRANGER [15, 14] uses the same basic techniques as the analysis we propose: regular
model checking, sets of program configurations being represented as symbolic configura-
tions, and symbolic automata.

STRANGER, compared to our analysis:

∙ uses automata widening instead of abstraction,
∙ does not need CEGAR, but might use backward analysis, pre-images of operations

(inverse semantics of operations) for more useful analysis reporting,
∙ automata in stranger are implemented as symbolic, using multi-terminal BDDs (MTB-

DDs) from MONA library; A symbolic automaton is represented by its transition
relation, where each states’ transitions are encoded as an MTBDD – non-terminal
nodes are individual bits of the BDD guard predicate, terminals are pointing to the
next state of the automaton; This construction makes any automaton implicitly de-
terministic, so non-determinism is simulated by adding extra bits to the BDD (which
do not have to be of a fixed size) – when the Automaton is further processed, these
extra bits are projected away on-the-fly,

∙ supports multi-track automata, by extending the BDD so that multiple predicates
fit sequentially after each other – all are stored in the same MTBDDs – when a
particular track of an automaton is requested, the library just needs to project the
part od MTBDDs fitting in the respective range of ordinals, e.g. three 8-bit BDD
predicates are represented as a BDD with highest ordinal 23 and lowest 0, tracks
being distributed to ordinals 0-7, 8-15, 16-23, respectively.

∙ also supports transducers, but they are implemented as two-track automaton – thus,
its transitions are labelled with one input predicate and one output predicate, allowing
only the naive "rewrite predicate with another constant predicate" shown in Chapter 3.

Our analysis, in contrast:

∙ uses abstraction and CEGAR, which means an inverse semantics is required for the
whole program,

∙ uses predicate abstraction and its refinement based on [3],
∙ has as a representation of symbolic automata based on the AutomataDotNet library

(see Chapter 5); An automaton is represented by a mapping of state numbers onto
a set of transitions, where each transition describes its guard predicate and a target
state number,

∙ is modular and currently fully implemented for a custom intermediate code,
∙ provides pre-implemented standard (string manipulating) operations,
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∙ has the replace operation designed in accordance with the literature describing STRANGER,
∙ allows user to implement more string manipulating operations using our RSFTs.

4.3 Components of Program Analysis

Symbolic (Program) Configuration Our symbolic (program) configuration consists
precisely of:

∙ mapping of variables to (symbolic) values (represented by a unique number),
∙ mapping of values to their automata-representations,
∙ the predecessor configuration - the symbolic configuration this one was derived from,
∙ the state of exploration – new / explored / entailed by other symbolic configuration,
∙ the identification number,
∙ the generation number – starts with 0, it is increased by one in the derived symbolic

configurations.

A symbolic program configuration is an immutable object.

(Symbolic) Program Context and Analysis Context (Symbolic) program context
is then created from a given symbolic program configuration and the analysis context, the
object representing the currently running analysis. Unlike symbolic program configuration,
symbolic program context is mutable, designed as a sort of "scratch paper" on which an
operation writes its ongoing progress.

Operation An operation then takes a single (symbolic) program context, a tuple of source
variables and a target variable and creates one or more (new) successor symbolic configu-
ration(s) which represent the post-image(s) of the operation.

The list of the necessary components of our program analysis is then:

∙ basic symbolic automata algorithms: intersection, concatenation, complement, differ-
ence,

∙ automata algorithms also required by the ARMC technique: abstraction and refine-
ment, transducer application, entailment (is a subset / is equal) check,

∙ special automata algorithms for string-manipulating programs: concatenation, replace-
all,

∙ operations capable of modelling the behaviour of string man. programs during a
forward/backward run,

∙ general support for analysis of branching programs written in imperative programming
languages,

∙ front-end-like component for loading a particular program code for analysis.
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4.4 Operations

The complete set of the operations described here needs to be implemented in a forward
version and also in backward (reverse, inverse) version.

We can split the operations modelling the programs into three groups: (i) operations copy-
ing existing (symbolic) values between program variables, (ii) operations creating new val-
ues, (iii) operations altering program or analysis flow and/or restricting existing values.
(iv) meta-operations

Operations manipulating existing (symbolic) values would be Copy, Kill and Reset. Copy
assigns an existing value referenced from some variable to another variable, modelling an
assignment. Kill sets a no-string (empty language) value to a given variable, while Reset
assigns an unrestricted string model (a language of all possible strings, a Σ* automaton) to
it.

Operations creating new values are Concat, ReplaceAll and ApplyTransducer. They cre-
ate a new value based on some existing source values/variables of the current program
context and then assign it to the target variable. Concat represents a concatenation of
languages, i.e. Concat(𝐿𝑎, 𝐿𝑏) = 𝑎.𝑏|𝑎 ∈ 𝐿𝑎 ∧ 𝑏 ∈ 𝐿𝑏. ReplaceAll[15, 14, 4] is an approx-
imation of all conceivable variants of replacing all occurrences of some substring 𝑠𝑢𝑏 in a
string 𝑠𝑡𝑟 with a string 𝑟𝑒𝑝𝑙, promoted to work on languages instead of on concrete strings.
ApplyTransducer does what its name suggests, it applies a (precomputed / constant /
external) transducer onto a value of source variables and assigns the result to a target
variable.

Operations Branch and Assert can alter either the flow of the program symbolic execution
or the flow of the analysis (in case of assert). Both operations first need to check whether a
given condition always holds, never holds, or might or might not hold. Based on the result,
Branch creates successor configurations with their next location set to either the conditional
successor location or to the fall-through successor location. Asserts generally just creates
a successor context if the condition always holds, however it stops further exploration of
the particular program context if the condition is broken for some, or all, possible strings
of the variable being tested. If the kind of test allows it, a counterexample is generated,
and a CEGAR might be employed afterwards.

Abstract belong to the meta-operations category. It triggers an abstraction of a value of a
given variable, producing a new value that entails the previous one. This new value is then
assigned to the given variable. The abstraction itself is provided by the analysis, it is not
to be implemented in the Abstract operation itself. The method of abstraction is not fixed
- it depends on the settings of the analysis. A reversal of abstraction is just restoration of
the original value.

Reverse implementations of operations always first need to rollback any variables assign-
ments done. If the operation creates new values (during forward run), it also needs to
compute a pre-image of the source variables based on the current program context – the
computed pre-images are then used to restrict these source variables in the successor con-
text, using automata intersection. If the result of restriction (intersection), becomes empty
during the backward run, the counterexample we found is spurious. If the spuriousness
was detected during a reverse Abstract operation, an abstraction refinement might be
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attempted by the analysis and also other appropriate actions taken, like a full or partial
restart of the analysis.

ReplaceAll

The automata algorithm [15, 14, 4] for replace-all, a language-based replacement of all
pattern-language occurrences in a given source-language, could be defined as:

The result of ReplaceAll is a projection of all strings from 𝐿𝑠𝑜𝑢𝑟𝑐𝑒, where all substrings
of 𝐿𝑠𝑜𝑢𝑟𝑐𝑒 contained in 𝐿𝑝𝑎𝑡𝑡𝑒𝑟𝑛 are replaced by a string from 𝐿𝑟𝑒𝑝𝑙𝑎𝑐𝑒𝑚𝑒𝑛𝑡, for all strings in
𝐿𝑠𝑜𝑢𝑟𝑐𝑒 and 𝐿𝑟𝑒𝑝𝑙𝑎𝑐𝑒𝑚𝑒𝑛𝑡.

An alternative informal descriptions is:

Let 𝐿𝑝𝑎𝑡𝑡𝑒𝑟𝑛 mark a language of all strings we want to search for in all of the possible strings
of language 𝐿𝑠𝑜𝑢𝑟𝑐𝑒, and let 𝐿𝑟𝑒𝑝𝑙𝑎𝑐𝑒𝑚𝑒𝑛𝑡 mark a language of all replacements we want to
use to create a language of all possible results, 𝐿𝑟𝑒𝑠𝑢𝑙𝑡.

∙ For each string of 𝐿𝑠𝑜𝑢𝑟𝑐𝑒, locate all their substrings (matches) which are contained
in 𝐿𝑝𝑎𝑡𝑡𝑒𝑟𝑛.

∙ For each string of 𝐿𝑠𝑜𝑢𝑟𝑐𝑒, create all non-overlapping combinations of these matches.

∙ For each string of 𝐿𝑠𝑜𝑢𝑟𝑐𝑒 and all match combinations from the previous step, for every
combination of a match in a string and a possible replacement from 𝐿𝑟𝑒𝑝𝑙𝑎𝑐𝑒𝑚𝑒𝑛𝑡, create
one resulting strings where the matches are replaced by the relevant replacements.

∙ All resulting strings from previous step form 𝐿𝑟𝑒𝑠𝑢𝑙𝑡.

The forward ReplaceAll operation uses the described algorithm.

The backward ReplaceAll operation uses it too, while exchanging the pattern for the
replacement, and the replacement for the union of itself and the pattern automaton.

Concat

The forward computation for concatenation is just concatenation of two automatons.

The reverse computation is constructed using transducers. A prefix-pre-image of concate-
nation is obtained by

1. constructing a transducer from the original prefix automaton, with all updates being
identity updates, called PrefixIdentity,

2. constructing a transducer from the original suffix automaton, with all updates being
epsilon updates, called SuffixEraser,

3. concatenating the two transducers in order and applying the result onto the value
representing the current post-image of the concatenation.

Computation of suffix-pre-image is done analogically.
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4.5 Control Loop and Generic Analysis Support

The analysis control loop keeps two work-lists, one for forward and for backward analysis,
containing symbolic program configurations waiting for exploration.

Processing of symbolic configuration queued for exploration in the backward work-list al-
ways take precedence, so that potential spurious counterexamples are find out ASAP and
a refinement might be triggered.

When a forward analysis work-list item is dequeued, an entailment check is done for this
symbolic configuration and all already explored symbolic configurations with the same
program location.

To be able to map symbolic configurations to their respective next-step program locations,
newly created symbolic configurations are not added to the work-list directly by an opera-
tion, but they are instead passed to a ScheduleForward method on the analysis context.

Moreover, branching and assertion operations need to known whether for a particular con-
dition and a symbolic configuration the condition is always, sometimes or never satisfiable.
This functionality should be provided by the the support infrastructure of the analysis.

Since an analysis needs to report its results, we also propose for methods for reporting of
counterexamples and other facts to be part of the analysis context interface.

Another crucial part of the analysis context interface are the methods for abstraction and
refinement. The abstraction can be made dependant not only on the automaton, but also
on the variable being abstracted and the current program location. The same holds for
refinement.

Yet another functionality that needs to be provided by the analysis context is the provision
of special automatons, i.e. automaton describing empty language, language of all words over
the automatons alphabet (a.k.a. full automaton in AutomataDotNet), and language of all
word of a specific length. These are used e.g. by Kill, Reset or during branching/assertion
condition resolution.

The process of obtaining (either implicit or conditional) successor location for a given
program location is expected to be specific to a particular class of program representations.
We suggest that this functionality should be an abstract method of the analysis context,
implemented in a specialization of the context for a given particular program representation.
Instantiation of variables should also be implemented in a analysis context specialization.

4.6 Intermediate Language

A useful analysis of string manipulating programs requires a combination of data flow anal-
ysis with the control flow analysis, to be able to reason about the flow of the string values
while passing through the conditional statements involving strings. Doing analysis on
string manipulating programs written in regular (used in everyday production software)
programming languages is considerably hard, as: (i) it is necessary to solve global problems
likes multi-threaded/parallel execution or runtime dependency on system locale, (ii) these
languages provide the ability to manipulate heap memory either in a managed or unman-
aged way, necessitating management of complex memory/object graphs. One can imagine
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overcoming these hurdles by simply not supporting these features of languages/standard
libraries and failing to analyse a program if it does use them. However, given the rich
syntax of today’s programming languages, the syntax itself would also have to be severely
limited, so that parsing and interpreting the input program would not become a bigger task
then implementing the core of the analysis itself.

An alternative to using regular programming languages would be a use of some of the inter-
mediate languages many of the regular ones can be translated, like LLVM IR1, GIMPLE2,
.NET CIL3 or Java bytecode4. Those are, however, quite complex themselves, and even
simple source programs tend to get translated into quite a large code.

Given the above-mentioned pitfalls with using an existing programming or intermediate
languages, we choose to develop our own intermediate language (IL). It allows us to demon-
strate the automata-based analysis for string manipulating programs with a reasonable
expressivity and minimal syntax.

The result of loading this intermediate code (IC) is a list of local variables used, together
with their initial values, and a control flow graph, where each node links to one line of the
input program and to one operation which models it. A starting program context is then
later created from the initialization list.

A white-space is considered a token separator in IC (except for string literals) and any
leading or trailing white-space is ignored. All lines of the IC are either empty (contain no
tokens), start with a colon : immediately followed by label symbol, or start with a keyword
followed by symbols, other keywords, or string (or other) literals. A comment starts with
a semicolon ; and its content is ignored during code parsing. String literals are parsed as
single-line JSON string literals5 which are similar to C language strings. A string literal
begins and ends with a double quote ", can not contain line-end characters and if a double
quote is desired in the string, it must be escaped by a preceding backslash \.

Symbols can be divided into the following categories: (i) string variables, (ii) transducers,
(iii) jump labels. Each symbol is a sequence of characters belonging to the \w regex meta-
character class6, which is at least [a-zA-Z_0-9] . A special kind of tokens, that are neither
keywords nor symbols, are numeric literals and theory-kind literals.

The program written in IL then consists of a prologue, start command, a body of the
program and exit command. IL does not support subroutines.

Prologue comprises variable definitions, transducer definitions and theory command to
set the label theory (algebra) to be used during the analysis. Variables can be defined
using several commands, as lustrated by an example. The first token after the keyword for
variable/transducer definition is the symbol-name of the variable.
1 theory Bdd16
2
3 ; all symbols are prefixed with _ so they can be easily distinguished from keywords
4 anything _www

1https://llvm.org/docs/BitCodeFormat.html
2https://gcc.gnu.org/onlinedocs/gccint/GIMPLE.html
3ECMA 335
4https://docs.oracle.com/javase/specs/jvms/se7/html/jvms-6.html
5https://tools.ietf.org/html/rfc8259#section-7
6https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/dotnet/standard/base-types/character-classes-in-

regular-expressions#WordCharacter
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5 nothing _temp ; effectively un-initalized temporary variable
6 literal _echo "" ; echo simulates standard output of PHP
7 regex _attackPattern "<[sS][cC][rR][iI][pP][tT] " ; case-insensitive ".*<script .*"
8 automaton _a "myAutomaton.json"
9

10 literal _empty ""
11 literal _bold "bold"
12 literal _italics "italics"
13 transducer _t "myTransducer.json"
14
15 start

Variables can be defined by commands from the following list:
∙ anything – the initial value is modelled as "all possible strings"
∙ nothing – the initial value is modelled as "no strings"
∙ literal – the initial value is modelled as a single string specified in the literal
∙ regex – the initial value is specified by a regex; the supported features depend on

the EBA used
∙ automaton – the initial value is an automaton de-serialized from the file specified.

Transducer definition command transducer works the same way as the command au-
tomaton and the prologue is terminated with the command start.

The syntax of commands in a program body is either a simple syntax with a command
keyword and one symbol (same like anything and nothing commands of the prologue),
or a general syntax with multiple symbols and keywords. Body section also contains jump
labels – a label definition starts with a colon, followed by the label symbol. The syntax of
all commands of the body section is illustrated in the following example, that takes up after
the one for prologue:
16 replace _bold with _intalics in _a => _a
17 concat _echo _a => _echo
18
19 reset _temp ; usefull if this would be inside a cycle, now just example
20
21 ; start of IF-1
22 goto _trueIf if equals _www _empty
23 ; false branch
24 copy _empty => _temp
25 goto _endIf
26 :_trueIf
27 ; true branch
28 apply _t on _www => _temp
29 ; end of IF-1
30 :_endIf
31
32 concat _echo _temp => _echo
33 kill _echo ; we do not need it anymore, let’s help the entailment checking
34
35 abstract _echo ; abstraction for demonstration of CEGAR
36
37 assert not equals _echo _attackPattern ; check for a breach of safety
38 exit

Most of the commands available in a body have the semantics of the homonymous operations
from Section 4.4. copy, kill, reset serve for copying values and abstract for value
abstraction - these use simple command syntax. An exception is the terminal command
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exit which marks the end program and has a no-operation (no-op) semantics. The rest of
commands uses a more complex syntax and their list follows:

∙ concat server for concatenation of string values (i.e. their models, automatons),
∙ replace uses the ReplaceAll operation,
∙ apply applies a transducer onto a string value via ApplyTransducer operation,
∙ goto is a no-op semantics command which sets its node’s successor in the produced

control flow graph to a line marked with the specified jump label,
∙ assert also follows the homonymous operation and goto if triggers a branch oper-

ation – the syntax for specifying a condition for these commands is described below;
The alternative successor of goto if follows the same logic as the fall-through suc-
cessor of goto command.

Syntax of Conditions Syntax of the conditions is defined by the following BNF:
<assert-command> ::=

assert <condition-expression>
<goto-if-command> ::=

goto <label> if <condition-expression>
<condition-expression> ::=
| <not-expression>
| <test-expression>

<not-expression> ::=
not <test-expression>

<test-expression> ::=
true

| false
| unknown
| equals A B
| contains A B
| length A lt|eq|gt <NUMBER>

A and B stand for the variables being tested, true, false and unknown are constant that
might be used for debugging or simulation of non-determinism. contains checks whether
A contains a string from B as its substring (an effective shorthand for ’equals A .*B.*’).
length checks whether strings of A have (always, sometimes, never) a length smaller then,
equal to, or greater then a given constant.

The order of the variables is important. If a condition is used as a part of assert command,
the left (first) variable is always the one being asserted, while the right (second) is considered
to be a helper value. This is important, since the pre-image of a failed assertion is always
computed just for the first, asserted, variable, never for the second one.
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Chapter 5

Implementation

In this chapter, we first discus important properties of the AutomataDotNet library and
focus especially on the Automaton<> generic class. We then continue with description of
implementation of our program analysis tool called ASMA. Finally, we evaluate our tool
on a set of test programs from the LibStranger library.

5.1 AutomataDotNet

Library Automata or also AutomataDotNet per its GitHub repository’s name12 is a Mi-
crosoft Research project written in C# language. It could be called a reference imple-
mentation of the abstractions presented in many articles by the library’s primary author
Margus Veanes. Definitions of all terms relevant to predicates, predicate algebras, label
algebras, solvers, various kinds of automatons and transducers can be found in [11, 13] or
preferably in the summarizing [7].

The library provides a generic Automaton<> class which implements the design of SFA, plus
a class SFA that adds some convenience methods and an extra-functionality for use with
SMT solvers on top of the Automaton<> class. There are also classes implementing ST and
STb, and many other kinds of automata, e.g. CountingAutomata.

AutomataDotNet also implements various algebras to be used along with the symbolic au-
tomatons and transducers. The most interesting for us are (i) effective Boolean algebras
(from Section 3.1, referred to simply as EBAs, predicate algebras, or just algebras, if the con-
text is clear), represented by interface IBooleanAlgebra<> – and also by ICharAlgebra<>,
which has extra character-specific functionality and is used widely in the library – and (ii) ef-
fective label algebras (for symbolic transducers) represented by interfaces IContext<„> and
IContextCore<>.

First, there is a group of EBAs over predicates over finite sets (i.e. typically ASCII,
UTF-8 or UTF-16 characters) using either binary decision diagrams (BDDs), sets of char-
acter, or sets of character-ranges, implemented respectively in classes BDDAlgebra (plus
CharSetSolver with extra support for converting between BDDs and strings and regexes),

1https://www.microsoft.com/en-us/research/project/automata/
2https://github.com/AutomataDotNet/Automata
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HashSetSolver and CharRangeSolver. Second, Microsoft’s own SAT/SMT solver Z33 full-
fills the role of predicate algebra (a note: those generally are called solvers in many places
in the library) and also the role of label algebra. The implementation can be found in the
class Z3Solver .

A rather convenient property of the library is its support for interpretation and creation
of regexes. The "user" functionality can be found mainly in the bellow listed classes.
The basic functionality is implemented in RegexToAutomatonBuilder<>, which is used
by RegexToAutomatonConverter<> and its specializations RegexToAutomatonConverter-
CharSet, RegexToAutomatonConverterHashSet, RegexToAutomatonConverterRanges for
the respective algebras. These converters provide methods for creating predicates, whole
symbolic automata out of regexes and also for converting predicates back to individual
characters or regex character classes. The already mentioned EBA-implementing class
CharSetSolver is quite multi-purpose as it also provides method ConvertToRegex for
(re)creating regexes from automatons. The list concludes with RegexToSMTConverter,
which handles conversion of regexes into SMT-LIB sequences4 .

5.1.1 Automaton<> Class

The Automaton<> class is the base of both Automata library and the work in ASMA. Each
instance describes one automaton, composed of states and moves (also called transitions).
States are represented by an int basic type (a 32-bit integer) and as such are only guar-
anteed and required to be unique in a context of a single Automaton<>. An instance of a
generic class (i.e. a heap-object managed by the garbage collector, which might be impor-
tant for some performance considerations) Move<T> then comprises of source state, target
state and a label of the generic5 type T. The generic type parameter T is not constrained
in any way (can be any struct or class6) —the only practical requirement is that a Boolean
algebra compatible with the type T (implements IBooleanAlgebra<T>) must be supplied
during the construction of an Automaton<T>. This practical requirement implies that the
Move’s label has the role of a guard predicate. However, both in AutomataDotNet and in
ASMA, one can encounter the use of label types clearly incompatible with the semantic-
s/role of a predicate, for example, a class representing a transducer rule. In these cases,
the Automaton’s algebra is either null or some fake-wrapper Boolean algebra implementa-
tion that does not support any of the mandatory operations. Such Automatons are valid
objects, however, most automata operations over them are unsupported as they require a
valid Boolean algebra to work.

The complete list of arguments necessary for the construction of Automaton is: algebra im-
plementation, initial state, all final states and all automaton’s moves. Internally, the moves
are projected into two maps (implemented using Dictionary<,>) delta and deltaInv
which map "a state to all moves from that state" and "a state to all moves to that state",
respectively. Some mandatory and some optional checks and modifications of the automa-

3https://github.com/Z3Prover/z3
4Z3 solver is SMT-LIB compatible, http://smtlib.cs.uiowa.edu/
5Generic types are similar to C++ templates. However there are significant differences for example be-

tween .NET generics, Java generics and C++ templates. See https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/dotnet/
csharp/programming-guide/generics/

6C#, unlike for example Java, support both heap-allocated class objects and value-type structs. https:
//docs.microsoft.com/en-us/dotnet/csharp/language-reference/builtin-types/value-types
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Properties:
Algebra { get; } : lBooleanAlgebra <T>
InitialState { get; } : int
IsDeterministic { get; } : bool
IsEmpty{ get; } : bool
IsEpsilon { get; } : bool
IsEpsilonFree{ get; } : bool
MaxState{ get; } : int
MoveCount{ get; } : int
StateCount{ get; } : int

Methods:
AllStatesAreFinal() : bool
Concat(Automaton<T> fa) : void
Create(IBooleanAlgebra<T> algebra,

int initialState,
IEnumerable<int> finalStates,
IEnumerable<Move<T>> moves,
[bool eliminateUnrreachableStates = false],
[bool eliminateDeadStates = false],
[bool deterministic = false]) : Automaton<T>

DescribeLabel(T lab) : string
DescribeStartLabel() : string
DescribeState(int state) : string
EliminateDeadStates() : void // mutates !
EliminateUnrreachableStates() : void // mutates !
GetFinalStates() : IEnumerable<int>
GetMovesFrom(int state) : IEnumerable<Move<T>>
GetMoves() : IEnumerable<Move<T>>
GetMovesTo(int state) : IEnumerable<Move<T>>
GetStates() : IEnumerable<int>
GetWitness() : IEnumerable<Move<T>>
CheckDeterminism([bool resetIsDeterministicToFalse = False]) : void
CheckDifference(Automaton<T> A, Automaton<T> B, int timeout, out List<T> witness) : bool
CheckProduct(Automaton<T> A, Automaton<T> B, int timeout, out List<T> witness) : bool
ChoosePathToSomeFinalState(Void chooser) : IEnumerable<T>
IsEquivalentWith(Automaton<T> B) : bool
IsEquivalentWith(Automaton<T> B, out List<T> witness) : bool
IsFinalState(int state) : bool
IsKleeneClosure() : bool
MakeTotal() : Automaton<T>
Minimize() : Automaton<T>
MinimizeClassical(int timeout, bool isTotal) : Automaton<T>
MinimizeHopcroft([int timeout : 0]) : Automaton<T>
MinimizeMoore([int timeout : 0]) : Automaton<T>
MkComplement(BooleanAlgebra solver) : Automaton<T>
MkDifference(Automaton<T> A, Automaton<T> B, int timeout) : Automaton<T>
MkEmpty(BooleanAlgebra algebra) : Automaton<T>
MkEpsilon(BooleanAlgebra algebra) : Automaton<T>
MkFull(BooleanAlgebra algebra) : Automaton<T>
MkProduct(Automaton<T> a, Automaton<T> b) : Automaton<T>
PreixLanguage() : Automaton<T>
RemoveEpsilonLoops() : Automaton<T>
RemoveEpsilons() : Automaton<T>
ReplaceAlgebra<S>(Func<T, S> f, IBooleanAlgebra<S> alg) : Automaton<T>
ReplaceAllGuards(Func<T, T> transform) : Automaton<T>
Reverse() : Automaton<T>
SaveGraph([string name = "Automaton"]) : void
ShowGraph([string name = "Automaton"]) : void

Figure 5.1: A list of selected public methods and properties of Automaton<T> class

ton are also performed during construction, most importantly implicit determinism check
(each state has at most one outgoing move), unreachable states elimination and dead states
elimination. After the construction, an Automaton instance can be treated (mostly) as an
immutable object. However, there are approximately ten public methods that can modify
an instance after construction – one must be aware of using them if automaton immutability
is expected.

Figure 5.1 depicts a list of selected methods and properties7 of Automaton<> class8. The
selection consists of approximately half of all methods of the class. The other methods
have either a highly specific use-case, are just a variation of the selected ones, treat the
Automaton object as mutable or are only wrappers around other methods.

7C# object property can be compared to a pair of get_ and set_ methods, however the syntax for
reading/writing properties is the same as the syntax for object fields; the level of accessibility can be
different for property setter and getter

8The typing/spelling errors are taken over from the Automaton<> type
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5.2 ASMA

ASMA is a software project written in C# programming language implementing the analysis
of string manipulating programs on top of the necessary extensions to the AutomataDotNet
– ASMA is an abbreviation/initialism for "Automata for String Manipulation Analysis".

As a part of ASMA development, the AutomataDotNet library project files were converted
to a newer format, that allows for compilation not only for .NET Framework9 but also for
.NET Core and .NET Standard. ASMA itself is written in C#810 and is compatible with
.NET Standard 2.0, .NET 4.7.2 and .NET Core 3.0 or higher.

ASMA consist of three main parts: AsmaLib, AsmaSymExec and AsmaCLI.

5.3 AsmaLib

AsmaLib contains general-use and highly versatile functionality for working with symbolic
finite automatons (SFAs) and restricted symbolic finite transducers (RSFTs) developed as
an extension to the AutomataDotNet library. The focus of the work was:

1. To provide an interface for working with SFAs without knowing or caring for the EBA
the SFA is defined over. The only time the EBA should be relevant to the consumer
of the library, is when it requests for an automaton to be deserialized from file – which
must be using one of supported EBAs – or when it requests for one to be constructed
from a string or regex – the EBA must be manually specified, e.g. by its name, and
also support conversion of its predicates to/from characters/character groups.
Working directly with class Automaton<T> or interface IAutomaton<T> is not an op-
tion. It is true that they do not depend on a particular instance/implementation of
IBooleanAlgebra<T>, however, they are both generic types dependant on the predi-
cate type of the EBA/IBooleanAlgebra<T>, e.g. a code written for the instantiation
of Automaton<T> for T = BDD is incompatible with a code written for instantiation
for T = Z3Expr.

2. To implement RSFTs over EBAs and update algebras. While the infrastructure for
EBAs is quote complete in AutomataDotNet, RSFTs and transition rules with updates
are a new contribution to the ecosystem. The biggest challenge was the design of
functional updates and update algebra that would not be tightly coupled with a
particular EBA.

9Originally, the only supported runtime for .NET intermediate code (CIL or MSIL) was .NET Framework,
available only for Microsoft Windows platforms. Mono was at the time (and still is) a quite popular
alternative that used a massive amount of reverse engineering to make a POSIX-compatible port of the
.NET runtime (CLR). Since some time, the .NET platform was made mostly open-source and there exists
a Microsoft supported multi-platform runtime called .NET Core, and Mono and others are also supported.
With the advent of .NET Core, an updated version of .NET project files format was created, which supports
deploying the .NET application for multiple platforms from one project. Moreover, .NET Framework runtime
is so-called "end of life" with the current version being 4.8, and it is being officially superseded with .NET
Core – renamed to just .NET 5 – sometimes this year. There is also a new pseudo-platform .NET Standard
– each version of it defines a set of standard types/classes/interfaces, a subset of those contained in full
.NET Framework or .NET core, suitable for implementing libraries portable across various .NET runtime.

10Without the language features that are not, and will never be, available under .NET Framework
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3. To implement algorithms over automata needed for the RMC-based program analysis,
e.g. predicate abstraction or language-based ReplaceAll.

TAW<TLabel>
Generic Class

TTW<TPred, TUpdate>
Generic Class

ITIAW
Interface

Properties

LabelType { get; } : Type

Methods

GetAlgebra() : object

GetAutomaton() : IAutomaton

GetAutomaton<TLabel>() : IAutomaton<TLabel>

GetWrappedAlgebra() : ITSW

SaveDgml([string fileName = null]) : void

SaveDot([string fileName = null], [Config config …

ITAW

ITIAW
Interface

Properties

IsEmpty { get; } : bool

IsEpsilon { get; } : bool

MaxState { get; } : int

MoveCount { get; } : int

StateCount { get; } : int

Methods

Compare(ITAW second) : sbyte?

Complement() : ITAW

Concat(ITAW second) : ITAW

Determinize() : ITAW

Difference(ITAW second) : ITAW

GetAutomaton<TLabel>() : Automaton<TLabel>

GetPrefixLanguage() : ITAW

GetSuffixLanguage() : ITAW

CheckDifference(ITAW second) : bool

CheckEquivalent(ITAW second) : bool

CheckIntersects(ITAW second) : bool

Intersection(ITAW second) : ITAW

MakeEpsilonTransducer() : ITTW

MakeIdentityTransducer() : ITTW

MakeTotal() : ITAW

Minimize() : ITAW

ProjectLabelsToString() : Automaton<string>

ProjectLabelsToString(Delegate dlg) : Automaton…

ProjectRandomPath(Delegate dlg) : string

RemoveDeadStates() : ITAW

RemoveEpsilons() : ITAW

RemoveUnreachableAndDeadStates() : ITAW

RemoveUnreachableStates() : ITAW

ReplaceAll(ITAW pattern, ITAW replacement, bo…

ToITTW() : ITTW

Union(ITAW second) : ITAW

ITTW

ITIAW
Interface

Methods

ApplyOn(ITAW automaton) : ITAW

Concat(ITTW second) : ITTW

Domain() : ITAW

GetTransducer<TPred, TUpdate>() : Automaton…

GetWrappedPredicateAlgebra() : ITSW

Image() : ITAW

Invert() : ITTW

ToITAW() : ITAW

ITAW

ITTW

Figure 5.2: A class diagram showing interfaces ITAW (I Typed Automato Wrapper) and
ITTW (I Typed Transducer Wrapper) derived from ITIAW (I Typed IAutomaton Wrapper)
with class TAW and TTW that implement them.

File AutomatonWrapper.cs contains various wrappers of the Automaton<T> class. These
wrappers shield its user from the generic type parameter T specifying the type of predi-
cates used in a particular Automaton<T> generic class instantiation so that automata-level
operations can be carried out without the dependency on a particular EBA and predicate
types. In fact, the only time when an algorithm needs to know the type of predicates of
an automaton is when it is a low-level one, manipulating individual moves of an automa-
ton, like concatenation or transducer application. The wrapper-interface ITAW (Interface
for Typed Automaton Wrapper) and ITTW (Interface for Typed Transducer Wrapper) and
classes that implement them can be seen on a diagram in Figure 5.2.
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Note that our implementation of RSFT in ASMA expects the input and output EBA to be
the same since their primary design goal is to serve as a value transformers in a program
analysis, where all values must be represented by automata over compatible (in practice
equivalent) EBAs.

In files Rule.cs and file Update.cs, the most important are classes Rule<,>, Update<,>
and interface IUpdateAlgebra<,> (and also related interfaces and their default imple-
mentations11) which implement the design of RSFT updates and operations on them, i.e.
IUpdateAlgebra<,> allows one to apply an update on a predicate, invert the update, invert
a whole rule etc.

Rule<TPred, TUpdate>
Generic Struct

Fields

Guard : TPred
Update : TUpdate

Methods

Update<TPred, TExpr>
Generic Class

Fields

ApplyFwd : Func<TPred, TPred>
ApplyInv : Func<TPred, TPred>
dataFwd : object
dataInv : object

Figure 5.3: A class diagram showing generic struct Rule and generic class Update.

Rule<TPred,TUpdate> is a generic struct (a value-type), in fact, nothing more than
a generic pair of a predicate and an update. Update<TPred,TExpr> is also nothing
more than a generic quadruple – it represents an RSFT update and is designed to be
used together with generic the class UpdateAlgebra<TPred,TExpr> which implements
IUpdateAlgebra<TPred,TUpdate>, both being described later. See the class diagram in
Figure 5.3.

WrapperTransducerAlgebra<TP, TU>
Generic Class

Properties

PredicateAlgebra { get; } : IBooleanAlgebra<TP>
UpdateAlgebra { get; } : IUpdateAlgebra<TP, TU>

Methods

PrettyPrint(Rule<TP, TU> t) : string
WrapperTransducerAlgebra()
WrapperTransducerAlgebra(IUpdateAlgebra<TP, TU> updateAlgebra)

IWrapperAlgebra
IPrettyPrinter<Rule<TP, TU>>
IBooleanAlgebra<Rule<TP, TU>>

Figure 5.4: A class diagram showing the class WrapperTransducerAlgebra<,> which im-
plements the interface IBooleanAlgebra<> servers a wrapper for storing a predicate and
update algebras of a transducer.

An RSFT transducer in ASMA is then represented as an instantiation of the generic class
Automaton<> in the form Automaton<Rule<TPred, TUpdate» with its algebra being set to

11By "default implementation" of a given interface, we mean that the user of the library is free to pro-
vide its own class(es) implementing that interface which suits their specific needs, while we provide an
implementation that is sufficient for most considerable use-cases.
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an instance of WrapperTransducerAlgebra<TPred, TUpdate>, see Figure 5.4, that imple-
ments the interface IBooleanAlgebra<> and servers a wrapper for storing a predicate and
update algebras of a transducer.

IUpdateAlgebra<TPred, TUpdate>
Generic Interface

Properties

Identity { get; } : TUpdate

PredicateAlgebra { get; } : IBooleanAlgebra<TPred>

Methods

ApplyFwd(TUpdate update, TPred input) : TPred

ApplyInv(TUpdate update, TPred input) : TPred

ComposeRules(Rule<TPred, TUpdate> first, Rule<TPred, TUpdate> second) : R…

ComposeUpdates(TUpdate first, TUpdate second) : TUpdate

CreateConstantUpdate(TPred constant) : TUpdate

InvertRule(Rule<TPred, TUpdate> rule) : Rule<TPred, TUpdate>

InvertUpdate(TUpdate update) : TUpdate

InvertUpdate(TUpdate update, TPred guard) : TUpdate

IsConstant(TUpdate update) : bool

IUpdateExpressionAlgebra<TPred, TExpr>
Generic Interface

Properties

Identity { get; } : TExpr

Methods

Compile(TExpr expr) : Func<TPred, TPred>

Compose(TExpr first, TExpr second) : TExpr

CreateConstant(TPred constant) : TExpr

CreateRestriction(IBooleanAlgebraPositive<TPred> A, …

LinqExpressionAlgebra<TPred>
Generic Class

IdentityOrEpsilonExpressionAlgebra<TPred>
Generic Class

UpdateAlgebra<TPred, TExpr>
Generic Class

Fields

PredicateAlgebra : IBooleanAlgebra<TPred>

IUpdateExpressionAlgebra<TPred, Expression<Func<TPred, TPred>>>

IUpdateExpressionAlgebra<TPred, bool>

IUpdateAlgebra<TPred, Update<TPred, TExpr>>

ExpressionAlgebra

Figure 5.5: A class diagram showing update-related types. The generic interface
IUpdateAlgebra<,> has a default implementation UpdateAlgebra<,> which is special-
ized for updates being represented by Update<,>. UpdateAlgebra<,> relies on an instance
of IUpdateExpressionAlgebra<,> for working with functional updates – its two available
default implementations are in the top right corner.

IUpdateAlgebra<TPred, TUpdate> provides methods for applying updates on a predi-
cate, for update inversion and for rule composition inversion (remember that a whole rule
inversion is more complex than a simple update inversion). It also provides a method
IsConstant to check whether an update is a constant update, which might be useful e.g.
for rule composition. It expects that there is only one instance of an identity update, which
is available via the Identity property. Epsilon updates are expected to be expressed as
default values12 of the TUpdate type. Since the implementation of IUpdateAlgebra<,>
is expected to link to an instance of the IBooleanAlgebra<> for resolving guard predi-
cates during rule composition and other operations, this instance is also made available via
the PredicateAlgebra property. See Figure 5.5 for a full list of methods, including their
signatures, of the interface.

The class UpdateAlgebra<TPred, TExpr> is a default implementation of the above-
described interface. As mentioned above, it is coupled (and specialized on the generic type
parameter TUpdate) with class Update<TPred,TExpr>. The capability of modification and

12The default value is null for reference types (classes) and a default-initialized value of for value types
(structs). Note that there exist various corner cases, like the platform-provided generic struct Nullable<T>,
which is a wrapper with specific language support (type int? is a Nullable<int>, for example) and its
default-initialized value is comparable to null.
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application of functional updates (more precisely, for interpreting functional updates in an
executable way) is offloaded to an instance of IUpdateExpressionAlgebra<TPred,TExpr>
stored in the ExpressionAlgebra field. See Figure 5.5 for a graphical illustration.

0 1
[A-Za-z] / F:`solver.MkAnd(solver.MkBitTrue(5), p)`, B:`solver.OmitBit(p, 5)`

2

. / Identity

[A-Za-z] / F:`solver.MkAnd(solver.MkBitTrue(5), p)`, B:`solver.OmitBit(p, 5)`

Figure 5.6: A transducer that converts the first two ASCII characters to lower-case and
copies the remainder. The transducer uses functional updates expressed as a pair of C#
code expressions – 𝑝 is an implicit predicate parameter and 𝑠𝑜𝑙𝑣𝑒𝑟 is an implicitly available
EBA implementation instance. The JSON-serialized form of this transducer can be seen in
Figure 5.7

The class LinqExpressionAlgebra<TPred>, one of the two default IUpdate-
ExpressionAlgebra<TPred,TExpr> implementations, is built on top of the System-
.Linq.Expressions.Expression<>13 functionality for representing language-level (i.e.
compatible with C#, VB.NET, F#, etc.) code expression in an object tree that can be
compiled into bytecode in run time. We exploit this functionality to create functional up-
dates that can be written by the user of the library simply as C# code snippets. These
Expression<> objects can be then serialized and deserialized when necessary and compiled
into an executable form on-the-fly. For an example of a transducer using these updates see
Figure 5.6. To be able to effortlessly convert the code expressions from object tree to string
and back, we employ the Microsoft.CodeAnalysis.CSharp.ScriptingC# interpreting
engine and the AgileObjects.ReadableExpressions14 library.

The functionality for serialization and de-serialization of Automaton<T> together with our
wrapped automata and transducers is implemented in class SerializationHelper. It first
detects whether it is an automaton or a transducer, gets the actual type of predicates and
the EBA used and then uses some reflection magic15 the execute the appropriate generic
code to do the (de)serialization work. The serialization format is based on JSON16 – it was
chosen because as the currently popular and well-supported data interchange format. The
serialized form of the transducer showed before in Figure 5.6 can be seen in Figure 5.7.

The default procedures for serialization and deserialization of predicates and updates (where
their types and respective algebras might come in various combinations) are provided by
classes DefaultSerializationProjections and DefaultDeserializationProjections.
These are used in the above mentioned SerializationHelper, however, they might be
overridden with custom ones, if necessary. Classes AutomataConvert

An algorithm for applying transducers onto automatons is located in class
TransducerAlgorithms.Apply. It can combine the state labels of the transducer and au-

13https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/dotnet/api/system.linq.expressions.expression-1
14https://github.com/agileobjects/ReadableExpressions
15Reflection could be described as a tool for programs to analyse and manipulate themselves during run

time in a way not possible with just language constructs.
16JavaScript Object Notation, https://json.org/
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{
"Kind": "RestrictedSymbolicFiniteTransducer",
"Theory": "Bdd16WithLinqUpdate",
"InitialState": "0",
"FinalStates": [

"2"
],
"Moves": [

{
"S": "0", // source state
"T": "1", // target state
"G": { // guard

"T": "[A-Za-z]" // text representation of the guard
},
"U": { // update

"$id": "1", // each update instance is serialized just once, and then
→˓ referenced by ID

"K": "F", // kind of update = functional update
"T": null, // simple text representation is not used
"F": "solver.MkAnd(solver.MkBitTrue(5), p)", // forward function
"B": "solver.OmitBit(p, 5)" // backward function

}
}, // more moves
{"S":"1","T":"2","G":{"T":"[A-Za-z]"},"U":{"$ref":"1"}},
{"S":"2","T":"2","G":{"T":"."},"U":{"$id":"2","K":"F","T":null,"F":"p","B":"p"}}

]
}

Figure 5.7: The transducer

tomaton being combined, and also allows the user to interactively step through the process
of application via the StaticConfig.OnStep() static method.

The class AutomatonExtensions provides various extensions to the pallet of operations
over Automaton<> – the most important are probably ConcatAny for concatenation of any
two automatons (the method Concat of Automaton<> is not suitable for general use) and
ReplaceAll implementing the language-based replacement operation, both are used in the
program analysis operations with respective names.

The role of the IAbstraction interface and its implementation Predicate-
Abstraction<TPred>, found in the homonymous source files, should be obvious from their
names. While the interface works purely with ITAW wrappers, the implementing class is
generic and needs to be instantiated for the right predicate type in run time, again, using
reflection.

5.4 AsmaSymExec

The focus of AsmaSymExec is to provide the infrastructure for modular analysis of string
manipulating programs capable of CEGAR and to implement a parser for the intermediate
code and its control flow graph representation.

The analysis infrastructure is designed so that multiple techniques for compressing concrete
program configurations into symbolic program configurations can be used in future, while
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currently only supporting representing sets of strings using automata and reasoning about
value-equality using equality relations.

The code for symbolic execution and analysis of programs mostly follows the designed
outlined in Sections 4.4, 4.5, 4.6. A set of operation – the interface IOperationsImpl
– is implemented in classes SymExec.Forward, SymExec.Backwrad. The program anal-
ysis context is represented by class ProgramAnalysis and specialized for our custom
code in CustomCodeProgramAnalysis, the symbolic program context is implemented
in ProgramAnalysisContext, the symbolic program configuration is implemented in
ProgramState. The parser for our custom code is implemented in CustomCode.Parser,
and the parsed program is represented using CustomCode.Node, CustomCode.TestExpr
and CustomCode.SourceInfo. Various support functionality is placed in the namespace
Asma.Analaysis.

5.5 AsmaCLI

AsmaCLI facilitates the end-user command-line interface (CLI) of ASMA. Most of the
functionality of AsmaLib is exposed directly to the user for use and experimentation. Via
the CLI, one can:

∙ construct an SFA from a regex,
∙ intersect it with another SFA from a file,
∙ test whether the result is equivalent to the first SFA,
∙ construct an RSFT with 𝜀 or identity updates for a given SFA,
∙ print/plot an SFA as Graphviz .dot or as Microsoft .dgml,
∙ (finally) run an analysis of the analysed program,
∙ and more.

The CLI is build on the library CommandLineUtils17 which is a highly sophisticated library
for creating CLIs in a declarative way. All commands and subcommands are defined in the
file Commands.cs, while some helper functionality modifying the default behaviour of the
library is located in CmdTools.cs.

See Figure 5.8 for list of commands available in Asma CLI. Two features deserve special
attention: first, a batch and interactive mode is available; second, there is a support for in-
program automata/transducer variables (use any name, prefixed with ?, as a source/target
parameter instead of filename) in these modes, to execute a sequence of commands over
automata/transducers without repeatedly serializing and de-serializing them.

As a part of ASMA development a (large) contribution to a Visual Studio Code extension
Graphviz Interactive Preview18 was made. The extension, as its name suggest, previews
graphviz dot files in an editor window and also allow interactive highlighting of selected
sub-graphs. The extension is now capable of quick re-rendering of (small to medium) dot
files, making a it a great tool for live visualisation of automata created by ASMA.

17https://github.com/natemcmaster/CommandLineUtils
18https://github.com/tintinweb/vscode-interactive-graphviz
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analyse Analyses a program by checking & reporting assertions
→˓ failures on all possible execution paths.

analyse-counters Analyses a program by checking & reporting assertions
→˓ failures on all possible execution paths. Also prints various counters for automaton
→˓ operations.

apply Applies the transducer onto the automaton
batch Executes a batch of commands
complement
concat
copy Loads automaton or transducer and stores it again (good

→˓ for use with variables)
determinize
difference
help Prints global help
interactive Starts an interactive shell
intersect
make-epsilon-transducer Creates a transducer with epsilon updates for the

→˓ automaton -- the update-expression
algebra only of epsilon and identity

make-identity-transducer Creates a transducer with identity updates for the
→˓ automaton -- the update-expression algebra only of epsilon and identity

make-total
minimize
print-dgml Prints the automaton as DGML
print-dot Prints the automaton as DOT
regex-to-char-set-automaton Creates an automaton from regex with CharSetSolver
remove-dead
remove-epsilons
remove-unreachable
remove-unreachable-and-dead
replace-all Language-based replacement -- all occurences matching

→˓ Pattern are swapped with the
Replacement

show-dgml Prints the automaton as DGML and shows it in your default
→˓ OS program

show-dot Prints the automaton as DOT, renders into SVG, and shows
→˓ it in your default OS program

string-to-char-set-automaton Creates an automaton from string literal with
→˓ CharSetSolver

test Provides various tests for automaton and comparisons of
→˓ automata

transducer-domain Creates the automaton representing domain of the
→˓ transducer

transducer-image Creates the automaton representing image of the
→˓ transducer

union

Figure 5.8: Help printed by the ASMA CLI
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5.6 Experiments

We extracted PHP sample programs from comments of the LibStranger test file19 and
rewritten them into ASMA intermediate code. These sample PHP programs seem to be
originally published as benchmark package on the website20 of the STRANGER tool [1]
and we recommend obtaining them there.

The result of their evaluation in ASMA (the count of true and spurious assertion failures,
number of calls to different automata-operations and the maximum number of states and
transitions of their resulting automata) can be seen in tables in Figures 5.9, 5.10, 5.11.

Foremost, the evaluation showed that ASMA is capable of analysing the same class of
problems as STRANGER.

There were usually two versions of each same program – an original one with error (like
11-vuln) and a updated one, which added non-existing sanitization or made the existing
one either coarser or used on more variables (like stranger-11-sanit). Each of the ported
sample programs is named with a number XY where X specifies the type of sample program
and Y its version, e.g. programs stranger-11 and stranger-12 are based on the same PHP
codes with a small edit which makes no. 12 sanitized wrt. the attack pattern used for that
sample program.

The regex used for sanitization and/or attack vector in the program is usually one of:
(?i)^.*<SCRIPT .*>.*</SCRIPT .*>.*$
(?i)^.*<SCRIPT .*>.*$
(?i)^.*<SCRIPT .*$

Programs of series 1x (refer to vuln01* in benchmarks archive and to "MyEasyMarket-4.1
trans.php(218)" in [15]) contain (for ASMA) non-deterministic loop and the error occurs
due to badly written regex (an escaped dash character in regex character group).

Programs of series 2x (not contained benchmarks archive, but mentioned as "PBLguestbook-
1.32 pblguestbook.php(1210)" in [15]) also contain loop, but the problem lies with a naive
approach to filtering characters that open/close quoted string.

There are seven version for the program of the 3x series (refer to vuln03* in benchmarks
archive and to "PBLguestbook-1.32 pblguestbook.php(182)" in [15]) – each has a different
combination of regular expression for sanitization and for attack vector. The more complex
the regular expression is, the bigger the string with sanitized parts gets. Program number
35 uses the most complex regex for both which generates a quite huge automaton upon
assertion check, compared to the other programs of the series. On the other hand, program
36 completely erases one dangerous variable, which in turn seems to create a more specific
language of the found counterexample, so that after determinization it generates automaton
with more then three times the number of states and more them two times the number of
transitions than any other in the series. For reference of how the code of the 3x series looks,
see Appendix A with a code of stranger-34-sanit.

Note, that most of the automata-operations are called due to ASMA confirming the coun-
terexample even when abstraction is not used (see PA.Abstract column) – if only a forward
run was executed for programs from the 3x series, the number of op-calls and automaton

19https://github.com/vlab-cs-ucsb/LibStranger/blob/master/testprogram/test.c
20https://vlab.cs.ucsb.edu/stranger/benchmarks.tar.gz
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stranger-01-sanit 0 0 5 16 16 1 1 1 15
stranger-11-vuln 1 0 14 48 49 13 40 40 18 53 91 51
stranger-12-sanit 0 1 2 18 19 21 40 40 5 23 67 232
stranger-21-vuln 1 0 20 139 212 20 34 33 22 405 2075 438
stranger-22-sanit 0 2 22 173 454 76 45 56 41 114 539 4643
stranger-31-vuln 3 0 134 5260 15256 67 419 509 143 4950 23965 2442
stranger-32-vuln 3 0 134 12823 40690 67 448 610 149 9224 47726 1483
stranger-33-vuln 3 0 134 3585 7977 67 430 506 149 1983 8032 1375
stranger-34-sanit 0 0 67 402 456 6 20 78 1601
stranger-35-vuln 3 0 134 19372 62421 67 448 610 149 15063 81572 1837
stranger-35-vABS 2 0 84 13970 47218 67 448 610 98 12475 67469 2644
stranger-36-vuln 3 0 134 3225 10197 67 418 507 143 45772 228833 1050
stranger-41-vuln 1 0 4 29 30 2 21 21 14 195 1336
stranger-42-sanit 0 0 2 21 21 6 22 94
armc-mod-tokenp 0 2 6 12 15 4 8 11 49

Figure 5.9: Statistic of automata operations for different input programs – Part One.
N=number of calls, S=maximum number of states of the result, T=maximum number
of transitions of the result. Also shows the number of true assertion failures and spurious
assertion failures.

sizes would be considerably smaller. (Series 3x does not contain loops, co abstraction is not
necessary to fully explore the state space)

Programs of series 4x (refer to vuln04* in benchmarks archive and to "aphpkb-0.71 saa.php(87)"
in [15]) sanitize a text "javascript" but does not sanitized the angle brackets at all, causing
the program to still be vulnerable.

We tried inserting an abstraction and all killing temporary variables just before the assertion
(35-vABS), which reduced the number of explored paths that lead to an error from 3 to 2,
eliminating one path thanks to entailment check.

Note that the number of CheckDifference calls (used in entailment checking) varies with
each execution (it relies ordering of randomly generated object hashes).

Moreover, when compared to Table 1 in [15], we can say that the runtimes of ASMA and
STRANGER are roughly comparable for all cases except 3x series, where only the 34-sanit
is comparable, other take tens of seconds.
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stranger-01-sanit 2 1 0 2 1 1
stranger-11-vuln 18 47 48 23 47 72 2 1 40
stranger-12-sanit 7 17 18 11 17 18 3 3 40 1
stranger-21-vuln 30 386 603 26 52 103 3 1 11
stranger-22-sanit 55 553 2209 69 72 186 10 14 28 2
stranger-31-vuln 166 21130 38594 152 1606 5517
stranger-32-vuln 169 46818 116222 164 3269 13667
stranger-33-vuln 169 13766 22689 164 1324 3647
stranger-34-sanit 10 2 1 12 20 39
stranger-35-vuln 169 94410 235272 164 4908 20606
stranger-35-vABS 111 88315 260095 116 3603 15031 6 1 0
stranger-36-vuln 169 5169 19722 152 1976 9004
stranger-41-vuln 13 91 419 23 91 419
stranger-42-sanit 1 1 0 12 40 158
armc-mod-tokenp 11 12 20 12 8 12 5 4 17 2

Figure 5.10: Statistic of automata operations for different input programs – Part Two.
N=number of calls, S=maximum number of states of the result, T=maximum number of
transitions of the result.
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stranger-01-sanit 1 1 1
stranger-11-vuln 3 17 18 14 42 43 2 30 42
stranger-12-sanit 3 17 18 2 9 10 2 1 1
stranger-21-vuln 3 43 51 20 122 195
stranger-22-sanit 6 69 114 22 141 425 16 21 36
stranger-31-vuln 9 689 867 134 3970 6002 6 1627 2157
stranger-32-vuln 9 761 1063 134 6138 11386 12 1627 2157
stranger-33-vuln 9 697 854 134 3154 4429 12 422 608
stranger-34-sanit 6 112 131
stranger-35-vuln 9 1373 1997 134 12242 22978 12 1627 2157
stranger-35-vABS 6 20 24 84 11017 23877 10 1627 2157
stranger-36-vuln 9 543 810 134 2253 9225 6 7497 10075
stranger-41-vuln 3 28 29 4 24 25 8 531 882
stranger-42-sanit 6 510 628
armc-mod-tokenp 7 12 15

Figure 5.11: Statistic of automata operations for different input programs – Part Three
N=number of calls, S=maximum number of states of the result, T=maximum number of
transitions of the result.
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Chapter 6

Conclusion

Motivated by the use of web-services and data exchange in text formas, we decided to
implement a tool for analysing string manipulating programs using techniques combining
abstract regular model checking and symbolic finite automata and transducers.

We described the principles and benefits of symbolic automata, where predicates over sym-
bols are used instead of symbols directly. We continued with a study of different classes of
symbolic transducers, and proposed a new symbolic transducer design capable of efficient
representation, inversion and functional transformation of predicates. After introducing a
notion of regular model checking, automata abstraction and counterexample guided ab-
straction refinement, we specify our analysis of systems with linear configurations, specially
string manipulating programs. The result is ASMA, a tool with practical end-user features
like predicate transformations specified using C# expressions, or a command-line interface
for experimenting with symbolic automatons and transducers.

Finally, we evaluated our analysis on a set of test programs from the LibStranger [2] project.
We confirmed that ASMA is capable of analysing those programs.

The suggested future work can be divided into four categories:

∙ First, optimizations, for example a use of different algorithms and heuristics for equiv-
alence and subset checking, or an elimination of backward analysis when no abstrac-
tion was used.

∙ Second, experimental work with the restricted symbolic finite transducers, trying to
model various string manipulating operations with them.

∙ Third, extension, either in terms of supported domains – combination of multiple
domains for representation of program variables, support for different automata, e.g.
counting automata – or in terms of internally supported string operations, e.g. more
kinds of replace operations.

∙ Four, user-friendliness and integration with other tools, for example implementing the
Debug Adapter Protocol12 would enable elegant visualisation of symbolic program
configurations via an existing feature-rich code editor.

1https://microsoft.github.io/debug-adapter-protocol/
2https://github.com/microsoft/vsdebugadapterhost/
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Appendix A

Intermediate Code of
stranger-34-sanit

1 ; sanitization of user inputs combined with a lot of constants; no abstraction needed
2 ; 31, 32, 33, 34, 35, 36 share code
3 ; 34 - wrt. attack pattern, POST_email and POST_id are now safe with new sanitization

regex
4 theory Bdd16
5
6 ; program variables
7 anything ipbut
8 anything delbut
9 anything emailbut

10 anything pdata
11
12 ; inputs
13 anything POST_id
14 anything POST_email
15
16 ; needed literals
17 literal empty ""
18 literal one "1"
19
20 ; program literals
21 literal config_link "blue"
22 literal config_delbut "http://localhost/delbut.png"
23 literal config_showip "1"
24 literal config_ipbut "http://localhost/ipbut.png"
25 literal config_emailbut "config_emailbut"
26 literal thisprogram "pblguestbook.php"
27 literal mes_email "email address"
28 regex SERVER_REMOTE_ADDR "^(\\d|\\d\\d|1\\d\\d|2[0-4]\\d|25[0-5])\\.(\\d|\\d\\d|1\\d\\d

|2[0-4]\\d|25[0-5])\\.(\\d|\\d\\d|1\\d\\d|2[0-4]\\d|25[0-5])\\.(\\d|\\d\\d|1\\d\\d
|2[0-4]\\d|25[0-5])$|^$" ; any IPv4 address or empty

29
30 literal lit_1_1 "&nbsp;<IMG SRC="
31 literal lit_1_2 " BORDER=0 ALT=\""
32 literal lit_2 "\">&nbsp;"
33
34 literal lit_3_1 "&nbsp;<A STYLE=COLOR:"
35 literal lit_3_2 "; HREF="
36 literal lit_3_3 "?action=delete&id="
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37 literal lit_3_4 "><IMG SRC="
38 literal lit_3_5 " BORDER=0 ALT=\""
39
40 literal lit_4_1 "&nbsp;<A STYLE=COLOR:"
41 literal lit_4_2 "; HREF=\"mailto:"
42 literal lit_4_3 "\"><IMG SRC="
43 literal lit_4_4 " BORDER=0 ALT=\""
44
45 literal lit_5 "\"></A>&nbsp;"
46
47 literal lit_6_1 "</TD><TD STYLE=TEXT-ALIGN:right;><FONT SIZE=1>"
48 literal lit_6_2 "</FONT></TD></TR>"
49
50 ; regex for sanitization
51 ; using case-insensitive mode here and in "bad" is "sounder",
52 ; but the vulnerable inputs are modeled as .* anyway, so the result will be the same
53 ; - feel free to remove the (?i) to for easier debugging/automata-inspecting
54 regex sanit_replace_what "(?i)^<SCRIPT.*$"
55 literal sanit_replace_with "BLOCKED SCRIPT"
56
57 ; regex describing erroneous pattern
58 ; ad case-(in)sensitivity, see sanit_replace_what
59 regex bad "(?i)^.*<SCRIPT .*>.*$"
60
61 start
62
63 ; init them - in PHP, they are empty strings
64 copy empty => ipbut
65 copy empty => delbut
66 copy empty => emailbut
67 copy empty => pdata
68
69 ; if on SERVER_REMOTE_ADDR and config_showip
70 ; PHP:
71 ; if ($_SERVER[’REMOTE_ADDR’] != ’’ && $config[’showip’] == ’1’) {
72 goto if1True1 if not equals SERVER_REMOTE_ADDR empty
73 goto endIf1
74 :if1True1
75 goto if1True2 if equals config_showip one
76 goto endIf1
77 :if1True2
78 ; PHP: $ipbut =
79 copy lit_1_1 => ipbut
80 concat ipbut config_ipbut => ipbut
81 concat ipbut lit_1_2 => ipbut
82
83 ; PHP: $ipbut .=
84 concat ipbut SERVER_REMOTE_ADDR => ipbut
85 concat ipbut lit_2 => ipbut
86 :endIf1
87
88 ; sanitize this input
89 ; PHP: $_POST["id"] = preg_replace ...
90 replace sanit_replace_what with sanit_replace_with in POST_id => POST_id
91 ; or just ignore it, might be used for debugging
92 ;copy empty => POST_id
93
94 ; PHP: $delbut = ....
95 copy lit_3_1 => delbut
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96 concat delbut config_link => delbut
97 concat delbut lit_3_2 => delbut
98 concat delbut thisprogram => delbut
99 concat delbut lit_3_3 => delbut

100 concat delbut POST_id => delbut
101 concat delbut lit_3_4 => delbut
102 concat delbut config_delbut => delbut
103 concat delbut lit_3_5 => delbut
104
105 ; PHP:
106 ; if ($_POST[’email’] != ’’) {
107 goto if2True if not equals POST_email empty
108 goto endIf2
109 :if2True
110 ; sanitize this input
111 ; PHP: $_POST["email"] = preg_replace ...
112 replace sanit_replace_what with sanit_replace_with in POST_email => POST_email
113
114 ; PHP: emailbut = ...
115 copy lit_4_1 => emailbut
116 concat emailbut config_link => emailbut
117 concat emailbut lit_4_2 => emailbut
118 concat emailbut POST_email => emailbut
119 concat emailbut lit_4_3 => emailbut
120 concat emailbut config_emailbut => emailbut
121 concat emailbut lit_4_4 => emailbut
122
123 ; PHP: $emailbut .= ...
124 concat emailbut mes_email => emailbut
125 concat emailbut lit_5 => emailbut
126
127 ; PHP: $pdata .= ...
128 concat pdata lit_6_1 => pdata
129 concat pdata emailbut => pdata
130 ;concat pdata homebut => pdata ; ignored as in Stranger
131 concat pdata ipbut => pdata
132 concat pdata delbut => pdata
133 concat pdata lit_6_2 => pdata
134 :endIf2
135
136 ;abstract pdata
137 kill emailbut
138 kill ipbut
139 kill delbut
140
141 assert not intersects pdata bad
142 exit
143
144 ; see https://vlab.cs.ucsb.edu/stranger/papers/spin08.pdf
145
146 ; source https://github.com/vlab-cs-ucsb/LibStranger/blob/master/testprogram/test.c
147 ; alternative source https://vlab.cs.ucsb.edu/stranger/benchmarks.tar.gz
148 ; SPIN08
149 ; simplified version of the vulnerability from: PBLguestbook-1.32 , file: pblguestbook.

php:182
150 ; called "Vuln03" or "Vul03"
151
152 ; they actually ignore $homebut in the analysis, so we do too!
153 ; moreover, they fix $config[emailbut] as "configure emailbut"
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154 ; and $_SERVER["REMOTE_ADDR"] as "127.0.0.1"
155
156 ; attack regex in stranger: .*<script .*>.*
157 ; the attack regex stays the same accross "Vuln03" "Vul03 Saint Fail" and "Vuln03 Saint

"
158 ; however, the sanitization changes from
159 ; <script.*>.*</script.*> (original) to
160 ; <script.*> (Saint Fail, also fails due to $_POST["ID"] not being sanitized at all)

over to
161 ; <script.* - which is the only safe sanitization, given the attack string
162 ; why? bcs. the previous would not sanitize for example ’<script ’
163 ; and the closing ’>’ of attack regex would be matched in any of the following HTML

tags
164
165 ; note, that attack and sanitization regexes in Stranger are lower-case and the text "

SCRIPT BLOCKED" in upper-case,
166 ; meaning that ’<<script> ; alert("gotya")’ still generates ’<SCRIPT BLOCKED> ; alert("

gotya")’
167 ; we use all upper-case (or ignore-case) here and use ’BLOCKED SCRIPT’ to circumvent

this issue
168
169 ; <?php
170 ; $config["link"] = "blue";
171 ; $config["delbut"] = "http://localhost/delbut.png";
172 ; $config["showip"] = "1";
173 ; $config["ipbut"] = "http://localhost/ipbut.png";
174 ; $thisprogram = "pblguestbook.php";
175 ; $mes["email"] = "email address";
176 ;
177 ; if ($_SERVER[’REMOTE_ADDR’] != ’’ && $config[’showip’] == ’1’) {
178 ; $ipbut = "&nbsp;<IMG SRC=$config[ipbut] BORDER=0 ALT=\"";
179 ; $ipbut .= $_SERVER["REMOTE_ADDR"] . "\">&nbsp;";
180 ; }
181 ;
182 ; $delbut = "&nbsp;<A STYLE=COLOR:$config[link]; HREF=$thisprogram?action=delete&id=

$_POST[id]><IMG SRC=$config[delbut] BORDER=0 ALT=\"";
183 ;
184 ; if ($_POST[’email’] != ’’) {
185 ; $_POST["email"] = preg_replace("/\<SCRIPT(.*?)\>(.*?)\<\/SCRIPT(.*?)\>/i", "SCRIPT

BLOCKED", $_POST["email"]);
186 ; $emailbut = "&nbsp;<A STYLE=COLOR:$config[link]; HREF=\"mailto:$_POST[email]\"><

IMG SRC=$config[emailbut] BORDER=0 ALT=\"";
187 ; $emailbut .= $mes[’email’] . "\"></A>&nbsp;";
188 ; $pdata .= "</TD><TD STYLE=TEXT-ALIGN:right;><FONT SIZE=1>

$emailbut$homebut$ipbut$delbut</FONT></TD></TR>";
189 ; }
190 ;
191 ; echo $pdata;
192 ; ?>
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